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THE DAIRYMAN’S VIEW

S. Bracy Writes His First
Milk Prices Better Than Other
Arthur
F.
Hall
’
s
Graphic
Description
of
Exercises
Held
Newspaper Letter and It’s
Farm Products, But Less
In Honor of Nation’s “Unknown Soldier.”
a Good One.
Than Other Commodities.

At the Knox District meeting of the
A former Rockland boy stood with ' sion, burst into sporadic cheering. Mr.
New England Milk Producers’ Associ
the
awe-stricken
multitude
in
Washj
Wilson
bowed,
and
doffed
his
hat
"This is no trip for a nervous
, .
_ _
.
. ,, ,,
,„ . ! many times, In token of appreciation, ation in Glover hall. Warren, Monday,
man. When he is hung up by
lngton, D. C„ on Armistice Day, glory- .
' , ,
, *? ,
“
j As soon as he had passed the demon- Assistant Manager W. I’. Davis pre
the eyebrows 4,000 feet above
ing
in
the
Impressive
exercises
which
s
t
ra
tion
subsided,
hut
his
progress sented these interesting points:
the valley he begins to wish he
the Nation was paying to the Un- , along the avenue could be judged by
had stayed home on the farm.”
The N. E. M. P. A. was organized
known Hero, and marveling at the 1 the sweep of the cheering along the
, .
.
, .
...
walks It continued, Indeed, until his in 1917 as a non-stock, non-profit cor
splendors
of the Arch of Jewels. The , cal.nage ......
ROCKLAND. /XAINE
1
left the p„|-a(]. e at. ..
the White poration. It cannot buy or sell milk.
following letter written by Arthur b • House, and took him back to his S It is a body which acts as the sales
Portland. Ore., Nov. 7.
Hall, to his mother, in this city, was street home. Throughout it all. Mrs.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:
agent for its members.
not intended for publication, but is 1 Wilson maintained that attitude of
I
thought
perhaps
some
of
your
•••
There are now 552 local branches,
sacrificial
silence
which
always
seems
He that wrestles with us strengthens ••• readers down in Maine might like to such a fine bit of word painting, and
to clothe her in her public appearances each local comprising the dairymen
••• our nerves, (and sharpens our skill. Our •••
In a town or group of towns. They
hear from a Maine man who is doing contains so much of general interest with Mr. Wilson.
— antagonist is our helper. -Burke.
—
that The Courier-Gazette has taken Soon the rumble of huge trucks, bear are distributed as follows: Maine 148,
a little sight-seeing in the far West.
.«• ■«.
.».
ing the wounded who were too crip New Hampshire 96, Vermont 161,
1 left Camden the night of Sept. 5 the liberty of borrowing it. The let pled to walk, drowned out all else, ex Massachusetts 103, Rhode Island 14,
ter
follows:
on the steamship Belfast, for Boston,
THANKSGIVING PROCLAMATION
cept the measured booming of the Connecticut 22, New York 18. The
....
where we bought tickets for Portland,
guns in Fort Myer, miles across the membership Sept. 1 was 20,768. In
The men and women of Maine have reason Oregon. Our trip across the continent
Well, Armistice Day, 1921, has come Potomac, which reverberated loudly September, 1920, it was 20,402. The
to be thankful for the inheritance of charac was uneventful until Friday, Sept. 9,
and gone. Washington is still astir through the cannon-like streets of the Association has added enough mem
ter and self-control handed down to them
from their forefathers, for than this there is when nearing the mountains in Mon from the effects of it. Hardly was the city. A few more organizations fol- bers during the year to offset all de
no finer inheritance. Those early pioneers, tana we ran ft) to a snow storm and sun up in the east before the van- j iowe(j, brought up in the rear by some crease from farmers
selling their
coming from across the seas to this unknown by night the ground
was white. guard of eager Washingtonians gath colored troops and veterans. After a farms or dropping out of the Associa
land, erected a free government in the wilder
ness of its woods and on the bleak shores of its When we arrived at the entrance to ered along both sides of Pennsylva moment’s pause, to make sure it was tion und nearly 400 more. The locals
coast, and they builded better than they knew, Glacier National Park the porter said nia Avenue, seeking points of vantage
missing nothing, the crowd broke its are self-governing and elect delegates
From the earliest times this State lias stood the mercury had fallen to 5 degrees
to view the great parade. From every formation and resolved itself into a to the County Associations. The pres
for high ideals, and its manhood and woman
hood is not surpassed by that of any of its above zero. I put on my overcoat and direction came street cars and auto pushing, shoving mass.
idents of the County Association make
sister States.
Now therefore, I, Percival P. went out on the observation platform mobiles, Jammed full to overflowing,
up ihe Central Association. The sale
«...
Baxter, Governor of the State of Maine, do and watched while we wound our way
disgorging
their
occupants
in
the
hereby designate, Thursday, November 24, 1921,
Early in the evening we again made of milk for members is made by a
through
this
mountain
pass.
To
the
downtown
section
where
they
were
Thanksgiving Day in the State of Maine.
central sales committee for Boston and
And, as the family is the unit of the State left one seemed to be looking down soon merged into the multitude along our way down town. The streets were by separate sales committee for va
Jammed so as to almost prevent progI call upon the people of Maine to observe into a black bottomless pit, while to
the
famous
Avenue
of
Parades.
Even
rious smaller markets.
tliis day and to strengthen their home ties
cold, biting wind which swept ess on foot. All roads led to the Pan
by gathering together wherever possible in the right was a solid black wall that
The claims of the dairy tariff sched
family groups. 1 urge our citizens to give might reach to the moon for all one around every corner in chilly blasts, American Union Rullding, where there ule were presented this week by a
has been built a great Arch of Jewels.
thanks to the Almighty, both in their homes and could see. I soon got tired of this and
could not deter the rush of the crowd,
in their churches, for the many blessings He
From a vantage point we looked down group of New England farpters and
has bestowed upon this State, and to pray to went back to bed. When we got up and an hour before the appointed time upon the beautiful sight. On a plat dairy association leaders in Washing
Him that our people may remain steadfast in in the morning we were down in the tens of thousands of shivering men,
ton A .second legislative necessity
the right and may be worthy of a continuance valley. The sun was shining and it women and children thronged the form before the Pan American Build
was the Capper-Volstead Bill clearly
of the Divine blessing.
ing
stood
President
Harding,
hand
on
was like a summer day; quite a dif walks, awaiting the coming of the
setting forth the rights of farmers to
switch,
which
he
pressed
promptly
ut
ference from the weather we expe Unknown.
o’clock There was a great Hash of organize for co-operative marketing.
WALK ON THE LEFT
rienced in the mountains.
The first indication to the eager light, and a world of ethereal beauty The third need is the Volght Bill,
We arrived in Spokane, Wash., at waiters that the ceremony had started
burst upon our vision. A great gasp placing a ban on filled milk, or milk
Then You Will Not Be Back 7.30 a. m. and left at 8.10 for Portland. was the appearance of five huge army of amazed wonderment went up from from which the butter-fat has been
The first two weeks of my stay here trucks, laden with beautiful wreaths
of thousands of throats, as the removed und cocoanut oil substituted
To Automobiles Coming I spent In looking over the city and and floral designs that had been tens
great
crowd iu all the connecting in its place.
Its parks. I think it Is one of the fin placed about the flag-draped casket
A comparison of milk prices showed
streets
and on the Monument Grounds
From Behind.
est places I have ever seen and easy in the rotunda of the Capitol by rep
that milk was bringing more than
surged
forward
for
a
closer
look
at
for a stranger to find his way in as resentatives of many organizations
other farm products, but less than the
Henry A Shorey, Jr., chief of the it is laid out in squares, a street or ave and individuals, and envoys of many the wondrous sight. Such a gorgeous things which farmers have to buy.
display
I
never
expect
to
see
again.
motor vehicle inspection department nue running straight the length or nations.
This magnificent spectacle combined In September the price of milk was
Presently the strains of the time- the beauties of a glorious sunset, with 64 per cent, higher than it wus in
of the State highway commission, breadth of the city. 1 think the most
wonderful sight I have seen here is honored funeral march of the Army
the brilliant colorings of the stalac 1913, taken us a pre-war average. The
says that it always has been a matter the great forestry building, left from
filtered through the haze of the ave tites and stalagmites in the under general price of other farm products
of regret to him that the section which the Fair of 1905. It Is about 250 feet
nue and around the bend of Fifteenth
was contained in one of the early long. The walls are of huge logs, street swung the mounted police es ground caverns of Virginia, and with was only 22 per cent, above the 1913
drafts of the new motor vehicle law whch, if sawed into lumber, would cort. and behind them the great Army the most beautiful mosaics and cblor figure. This shows the value of or
ganization, as producers of other lines
paintings ever known to man.
which provided that persons walking build a village.
band From then until a whole hour
The Arch itself was the crowning of farm products are not organized.
along a country way should keep to
The columns that support the roof later, the vast crowds on both sides wonder. From batteries of powerful
On the other hand farmers had to
the left hand boundary, was not re (some 50 in number) are of Oregon of the avenue stood in rapt silence
searchlights stationed in a huge cir pay 87 per cent, more for clothing
talned in the Anal draft of the bill.
fir, 54 feet long, 6 feet In diameter at as the marching hosts passed by.
"The customary position for a per the base, and 5 feet at the top. There Regiments of soldiers, rifles tipped cle ubout it, gigantic rays of vari than.they did inti IMS, 93 percent more
son walking on the country way is the are 8,000 feet of lumber in each one. with flashing bayonets, strode by with colored lights flashed upon-the bejew for building materials and 123 per
right-hand side of the road,” said Mr. There are plank here 8 feet 7ft Inches heavy, measured tread; rows of pow elled structure, and it burst into a cent. more for home furnishings.
Shorey. "This brings his back to the wide: two blocks sawed from a log erful horses stamped proudly along riot of color and brilliance. The form Summarizing the situation, it appears
motor vehicles traveling in the same 9 feet, 4 inches in diameter. There drawing heavy field-pieces, or batter of the arch',' even' without the illu that milk producers of New England
direction as he is and on the same are also many kinds of highly ies of the lighter rapid-fire guns; mination was striking. On either side are decidedly better off than other
side of the road,” continued Mr. Shorey. finished wood here, among them a troops of cavalry from Fort Myer of the street rises a 50-foot tower farmers but thtjy still receive too lit
.‘‘On the other hand, if the pedes one-piece table 15 feet long, 4 feet 6 flattered noisily by, the cavalry-men, white and smooth, miniatures of the tle for their milk In proportion to what
nearby Washington Monuirient. About they have to buy.
trian would only walk on the left hand inches wide.
with sabres at shoulder,sitting straight the base of each smolders fragrmt in
boundary of the way he would be fac
and still as statues on their clean cense in four marble-white urns, the
PARK THEATRE
ing the vehicle which should be trav
The flagstaff which stood here at limbed mounts.
smoke wafting gently upward into ihe
eling on that side of the road and his the time of the Fair has been taken
. * A
ttys of colored lights. From top to
back would be to vehicles, the rightful down. It had decayed in the ground
A delightful story, portrayed by a re
Then came the caisson with its flag- bottom the two obelisks flash witli
position of which is on the other side and become unsafe. Its length above
markable cast is "The Great Moment,’’
A miracle of modern science—offering to every family io
draped
casket,
bearing
ail
that
is
mor

myriads of Jewels. Stretching frotn
of the way.
the ground was 284 feet. 1 have men
this community a better heated home at lower cost.
“It is extremely difficult for the tioned only a few of the things to be tal of the Unknown Hero The still one obelisk to the other is a hut;' span which will be shown today and tomor
ness of the crowd deepened Into rev of jewels, in the center a magnificent row. Miss Gloria Swanson has or.e of
CaloriC heating is based on the natural law that warm air rises and
driver of a motor vehicle to see
seen here, but no doubt to the folks
cool air falls. In obedience to this law, CaloriC heat flows naturally
pedestrian in the night, especially at home the figures will look large, erent silence, and all heads were bared sunburst, featuring the flags and the most colorful roles in her entire
to every part of the building, without resistance—without waste.
when approaching to meet another but they are all facts. Another thing in profound respect. On either side coats-of-arms of many nations. Em experience, that of a half-Gypsy girl,
vehicle, whose lights may be glaring, I enjoyed very much was an auto ride of the sacred caisson inarched the erald. topaz, aquamarine, ruby, opal yet a carefully sheltered daughter of
and several bad accidents have been in the Columbia River Highway, one pall-bearers, representatives of the and diamond, each flashes in the pow British nobility, with the longing for
barely averted on account of this fact of the show places of the State. There Army, Navy and Marines, chosen for erful rays of the lights with bewilder- the nomadic life of her Romany for
"I believe that even in the absence are hundreds of miles of asphalt road their conspicuous valor under fire. the radiance, each seeming to out-do bears. Her love story is one that will
of any regulations to this effect, it as smooth as a dance hall floor and Behind them, in the mourners' place, its fellows in brilliance. The light arouse every spectator to a high pitch
Uniform heat distribution—fuel sav
would be a great benefit to the pedes leading through the grandest scenery came the Nation's Highest, two abreast, rays now flash crimson, now gold, of interest and the suspense of the
led by the President and General Per now purple, now silver turning the
ing of
to
—convenience—clean,
trian and the motor vehicle driver as that one could imagine.
shing: the Vice President followed branches of the trees which overhang drama will hold everyone spellbound
healthful he$8—are features that
well if the person walking along the
to the very last scene. It is a Para
A
short
time
ago
I
decided
to
take
have made CaloriC the most popular
country highway at night would make an automobile trip through ihe State with Secretary of War Weeks, and the the street into gleaming creation* of mount picture de luxe!
heating plant in the world. More
other
officers
of
the
Cabinet
brought
’
he
Ice
God
as
with
the
cold
sleet
of
it a custom to keep to the left instead of Washington, taking tent and camp
A story that abounds with romance,
than 125,000 users.
of the right hand boundary of the ing outfit along. The first day we up just behind them. Then followed the north under a brilliant noonday action and human interest is promised
Chief
Justice
Taft
and
the
other
Jus

tun.
Along
the
approaches
to
tha
road."
The CaloriC heats old or new homes
went as far as Seattle, 215 miles, where tices of the Supreme Court, flanked arch are long rows of Roman torches, in “Handcuffs or Kisses,’’ starring
of 18 rooms or less. Installed in a
we stayed over night. This is cer by Senators and Representatives. The flaring upward with tongues of bare Elaine Hammersteln, which comes for
day. No plumbing, no alterations,
tainly a big business city, but I don’t crowd murmured a little at this Junct lame, as from the oil-soaked bodies Saturday. The story tells of the hard
no pipes to freeze.
The written
think I should like it. I believe they ure, perhaps from disappointment, per >f the Christians during the persecu ships endured by a young girl while
guarantee of the largest manufac
call it "The City of Seven Hills," but haps from unsatisfied curiosity, as the tions of Nero. Here also are stately ’doing time" in a large reformatory.
turer of warm air furnaces in the
it seemed to me to l>c ail hills, some space reserved for Ex-President Wil
Venetian banners, each with colorful There is a big riot scene in which the
world, and our personal guarantee,
Inmates overpower the guards and flee
of the stree’s so steep C 11 they are son passed by un-taken This was Humiliation.
assure your satisfaction or money
the institution and there are many por
actually dangerous. From here we soon forgotten, however, in the amaz
. * • «
back.
trayals of the brutal punishments un
started east for the Cascade Moun ing array of nobilities and heroes wlio
* JL >9 back.
From
the
base of the Monument
Investigate and learn the advantages
necessarily applied to the unfortunates
tains We camped the fir.t night in a continued to march by.
learby comes the boom of the French
**""©1921,
of CaloriC heat for your borne—now.
grove that the city of Cieelum has
Corps of Army Nurses were fol (5’s as they deliver the President’s who are committed there—many of
The M.». Co.
fixed up for t tourist campground. lowed by those of the Red Cross, many Salute, and the Monument itself is them unjustly.—adv.
There are brick furnaces for cooking of them girls young in years but old tathed in shafts of light from founROCKLAND HARDWARE CO.
PROUD OF BOWDOIN
tables, benches and everything fine. in experience, their hair streaked with
tion to peak. At first long streams
Next morning we started on the rtal gray, attesting their service and sac jf light in many colors, green, orange,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
408 MAIN STREET
Twenty different styles of climb of the mountain puss. This rifice on the battlefields of France,
red, and silver, flash up the sides of Least Scored On of Any of the 43
Loading Collage Football Teams
is no trip for a nervous man When
folders from $3 per dozen he is hung up by the eyebrows 4 U00 company of War Mothers, liberally the great obelisk, and from the winsprinkled with those wearing the Gold lows at the top the powerful rays of
Buwdoin’s strength In football the
up, and three extra portraits feet above the valley he begins to wish Star of Sacrifice, plodded slowly by huge searchlights streak out over the
he had stayed at home on the farm determined not to leave the line until -ity, likening the great monument to past year is better appreciated when
with every dozen taken be When we started up the first grade, the gates of Arlington were reached
t gigantic light-house sending its it is known that of the 43 of the lead
heading south, we saw another ear a Then came more soldiers, white message of life and hope to the tem
fore December 1 st.
few hundred feet above us, on the capped sailors with full landing-force pest-tossed seaman. Then the colored ing colleges of the country, the Bruns
mountain side heading north. He was equipment, and then the ranks of little lights go out, and streaks of white wick college headed the list In being
on ih»- name road tha; we were only children bearing fluttering flags light take their place on the monu the least scored on by opponents.
/
ROCKLAND, MAINE
“IN THE HEART OF THE CITY"
cne turn higher on tne corkscrew. These were followed by the various ment in such a way that it seems the Only two teams crossed the Bowdoln
When we arrived at the placa where war organizations, among the most shadows form long black streamers line In the season, Maine and Colby
Upstairs. Opp. Security Trust Co.
he was we saw him again, still a few note-worthy of whom were the shat from top to bottom; the Monument it each going over for a single touch
Deposits of ONE DOLLAR or more may be made on
124Th. tf
hundred feet above us, but this time tered ranks of the G. A. R„ the Honor self is in mourning for the Unknown down. Colby failed to kick the goal
heading south, and so we keep on till Medal Veterans of all the wars, and vho lies in his final resting place, a after its score, making the total points
any business day during office hours.
we reach the summit where we begin the disabled veterans of the World few miles across the river.
13. Points have been scored against
/
to unwind down into the valley.
War. One or more medals gleamed
And further down the Avenue rises the leading colleges In the following
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES FOR RENT
• • • e
from every breast, some in rows of mother gorgeous vision. From be manner: Harvard, 51; Yale, 21; Prince
We arrived at Wenatchee City a five or six. It does not seem possible hind the Capitol nppears the brilliant ton, 45; West Point, 58; Dartmouth,
ays of the aurora borealis, as bright 89; Boston college, 35; Wesleyan, 62;
short time after dark and put up at a that so many heroes were ever gath
hotel. The next morning we started ered together in such an array before is wonderful in hue as ever one wor Georgetown, 41; Cornell, 21; Syra
thipped on the icy field of the Eskimo. cuse, 52; Pennsylvania, 94; Penn
•ip ’he Wenatcr.ee valley to Ihe apple in the history of the world.
TEACHER OF PIANO
At length a ripple of excitement ran Thus the whole Capital City is bathed State, 49; Colgate, 84; Rutgers, 161;
All your friends appreciate your—
orchards, loaded down with apples.
We got permission to put up our tent through the crowd, and around the n four billion candle-power of light, Pittsburgh,, 50; Lehigh, 76; Trinity,
MRS. RUTH E. SANBORN
PHOTO
’’ar into the night huge crowds gaze 55; Bowdoln, 13.
in what is called Paradise Orchard bend of Fifteenth street appeared
The Maine colleges have counters
Pupil of Elizabeth 8. Burger
and settled down to enjoy ourselves. single carriage, bearing Ex-President in awe at the magnificence of it all
Northwestern University
ind with representatives of foreign against them in the following manner:
CHRISTMAS GIFT
There are 75 acres in this orchard, and and Mrs. Wilson. Although late in ar
13 Myrtle Street
Tel. 582-M
that is Joined on three sides by others riving, they had succeeded in entering countries marvel at the ingenuity and Bowdoln, 13; Colby 74; Bates, 94, and
MAKE APPOINTMENTS EARLY
extending as far as the eye can sec. the parade, albeit not in their allotted lavishness of this American display— the University of Maine, 101.
129-1*1
(jHfriatmaa
HAROLD A. STAPLES
There is no haphazard work to these place. As the carriage passed slowly the greatest spectacle since those of
All Columbia Records 60c at fci.ud34 Hill Street • • Rockland, Me.
orchards The rows are as straight between the rows of people a little he Caesars in the days of Ancient
MARIANNE CROCKETT
ley's—headquarters
for
Brunswick
134 Tu-Stf
as a line can be drawn, with roads run ripple of applause broke the stillness Rome.
Phonographs and Records.
126t£
and the crowd, seeming to forget the
Will
write
more
later.
ning
between
the
rows
for
teams
or
Vocal Teacher
reverence and solemnity of the occa
Arthur F. Hall.
auto
trucks
to
bring
in
the
fruit.
IIS year more peo
Studio—18 Maple Street, Rockland
The apples are brought to the pack
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
ple than ever will
ing houses, where they are assorted,
Telephone 498-R.
ORDER YOUR—
decide on the Photograph
129-tf
wrapped in tissue paper, like oranges, line that I ever wrote to be seen in
Whatever your occupation may be and howj
ever crowded your hours with affairs, do not
and packed in boxes holding one print and if this is (which is doubt
as a happy token to give
ENGRAVED
fall to secure at least a few minutes every day
ful)
no
doubt
some
will
say
it
had
bet

bushel
each
The
man
who
owns
this
to those whose friend
for refreshment of your inner Ute with a bit
orchard expects to ship about 18,000 ter be the last.
of poetry.
—Charles Eliot Norton.
PERSONAL .
ship they wish to hold
Vicks
in
a
spoon
However,
if
by
any
chance
this
es

boxes.
and
cherish.
capes
the
waste
paper
basket
1
want
and
inhale
the
medicat

The
weather
here
is
fine,
almost
like
GREETING CARDS
THE APPROACH OF AGE
A dozen photographs wilt
summer, but if one gets too warm he my friends to take it as a personal
ed vapors. Apply fre When I do count the clock that tells the time.
solve a dozen puzzling gift
letter
to
them
and
answer
it
at
once.
And
see
the
brave day sunk in hideous night;
has only to look up to the eternal
quently up the nostrils.
For Christmas
problems. Make an appoint
When I behold the violet past prime,
|
J. S. Bracy, 602 Vancouver Ave.,
snow-capped peaks of the Cascades
And
sable
curls
all silvered o’er with white;
Use freely before going
ment today.
and a shiver will go down his spine. Portland, Ore.
NOW
When lofty trees I see barren of leaves.
to bed.
[Note: Mr. Bracy will see that his
OPTOMETRIST
Which erst from heat did canopy the herd,
I am not going to describe our trip
Champney’s Studio
And summer's green all girded up in sheaves,
back home, only to say that we crossed letter did escape the waste basket,
Borne on the bier with white and bristly beardf
432 Main St, Rockland
the mountains by a different and bet and readers of it will Join with The
Then of thy beauty do I question make.
That thou among the wastes of time must go,
ter route than the one we came in on Courier-Gazette In demanding an en
Oldest Graduate in
304 Main Street, ROCKLAND
Since sweets and beauties do themselves forsake.
and after three days arrived home all core.—Editor.]
And die as fast as they see others grow;
right and in time for the big stock
Rockland
’gainst Time’s scythe can makq
WHEN IN BOSTON—ETW7 MM at Ttu
apo ub And nothing
defence.
show that will be here ail this week. Ccarier-Gsiette I* on sals hr tbs Old Booth
ENGRAVED CAROS-Csll at thu offlee end
News
Co.,
Washington
Rt.
oppotlto
too*
of
Save
breed,
to
brave him when he takes theq
.uraine styles It yon already bare a plate
106tf
Ok/ 17 Million Jan U-J Yu^,
Now 1 am going to say (and no one School. Call around and get * oopy «f th«
hence.
orlna it in and let ua print you cards In latest
will
doubt
this)
that
this
is
the
first
rSiuktapeaio, J
SS-tf
size. THE COUB1EB UAXETTB.
8-tf

Christmas Photos
TYLER’S
STUDIO

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

IkmrmbrattrFB
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HEJD COLDS

Orel E. Davies

Carver’s Book Store
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The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

DAVIS

Rockland, Maine, Not. 17, 1921.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie, who on
kaih declares that he Is pressman In the office
of the Rockland Publishing Co., and that of
the issue of The Courier-Gazette of Nov 15,
1921, there was printed a total of 5.989 copies.

Before me,

SGIVING

FRANK B. MILLER.
Notary Public.

If the Armament Limitation Con
ference) in Washington fails in its pur
pose it will not be because the nation
which proposed it failed to show its
own hand. When Secretary of State
Charles E. Hughes laid his cards up
on the table it was a proposition so
amazing that it made the civilized
world gasp, for it proposed disarma
ment to an extent which nobody had
probably dreamed that this nation
would go. It is unthinkable that the
foreign nations should not be willing
to follow suit, for the countries across
the sea are menaced by bankruptcy,
without some modification of their
budgets, and they certainly ought to
be even more willing than the United
States to call a halt. First line warships
cost $10,000,000 each when the superdreadnaught type was reached, but
today Uncle Sam can not build one, or
go into the market and buy one unless
he lays down more than four times
that sum. Rockland harbor has just
been visited by the Maryland, which
cost nearly $40,000,000 when it went
into commission. Here, indeed, was a
“wonder ship”—624 feet long, capable
of 22-knot speed, and generating more
than 36,000 horsepower. Yet it is a
pygmy in comparison with the battle
cruisers now on the stocks, which will
be approximately 900 feet long, capa
ble of 35-knot speed, and developing
180,000 horse power. It is impossible
to foresee whither we are tending in
the way of Naval expenditures.
It
must ultimately become a Hurden
greater than any country can bear, and
still prosper. Small wonder that the
world is hanging eagerly on the results
of the Washington conference.
Readers of the Lewiston Journal are
daily entertained by the Talks on
Common Themes, which flow so nat
urally from the pen of Arthur G.
Staples. In a recent issue his topic
was “Punkin Piles" and brought home
vividly to the readers the familiar
farmyard scenes of the autumn season.
But has Brother Staples forgotten that
there also used to be a squash pile,
displayed with qqual conspicuousness
where the rays of the sun were sure
to strike. And didn't his mind fluctu
ate between the rival merits of the
greens^apd the yellows, and the tur
bans'?
But perhaps squash pies
don’t appeal to the editorial philoso
pher like the pumpkin pies of the kind
that "mother used to make.”

Here in Maine we have always
known that we were “some punkins"
nnd this year we have felt pretty good
about our apple crop when there was
such a small yield in other sections of
New England. Now comes the United
States crop statisticians telling us
that the pototo crop of Maine is four
million bushels greater than the Oc
tober estimates, of 37,152,000 bushels
all told. Maine will be selfish if it
does not yield to the spirit of Thanks
giving.

The disinterment of the bodies, of
American soldiers buried at Brest,
France during the war has been com
pleted, and all of them now rest in
•home cemeteries except 1080, whose
removal was not requested, and whose
burial place is in American ceme
teries in France. Uncle Sam has been
faithful in the performance of his duty
to the dead; may he be equally so to
those who fought for him and still live.
For the benefit of those who misin
terpreted the recent Red Cross rollcall appeal, the following statement is
made; Every person who gave $2 or
more in the September drive will be
issued a certificate of membership in
the Red Cross, and all persons, for
merly members, who did not give $2
or more, will be asked to renew their
membership at this time.

Albert Carver of Vinalhaven has
been elected president of the Maine
Club of Boston University, which held
its first smoker last Friday evening in
Boston.

SPECIAL

Here’s a “Pal and Partner

CHILDREN’S

RUBBERS
Big Stock
Many Different Makes
Prices Right
SPECIAL—Women’s
Rubbers,
military and low heels ........... 75c

This new Reo “Business Coupe” mounted
on that wonderfully fleet, flexible, silent
Six chassis—I he Six of Sixty Superiori
ties—is now-available.
To deliver the goods, you must first get
the orders.

For the man who must "live in his car”—
the man whose daily results depend upon
the reliability of his conveyance—for the
man who would be punctual as well as
first—this Reo Business Coupe is ideal.

WOOL

OUR COATS range in price from $12.98 to $98.00
Some Wonderful Values in

TRICOTINE AND SERGE DRESSES

Our Slogan—You Can Always Do Better At

Geo. M. Simmons

COR. MAIN AND ELM STREETS

23 Tillson Avenue. Telephone 4-W.

’TWILL BE A HOT ONE .

KNOX COUNTY ESTATES

Local Scottish Rite Body Has At the November session of Probate
Court Tuesday these inventories were
Large Amount of Work i filed:
Estate James A. Pinkham, $4253.71;
For Tomorrow.

estatp of Columbus Buswell, $3579.78;
Gen. Knox Chapter of Rose Croix estate S. Josephine Carleton. $13,834.has plotted out a busy afternoon and 05;
estate Esther Roberts, $1400;
evening for tomorrow and the members estate Maria Carver Pease, $2344;
thereof are sharpening up their appe estate Moses Webster, $21,764.83; es
tites for the turkey banquet whieh is. tate Laura Wotton, $1353.21; estate
to be served from
• 6.15 to 7.15. The ii Harriet J. Buswell, $1375.67; estate
Chapter opens at 4 o’clock and the George A. Collamore, $6458.73; estate
17th degree—Knight of the East or Maria Hendrickson, $2000;'- estate
Sword—will be conferred. At 7.30 Charles B. Barrows, $1537.44; estate
estate
the 18th degree will be conferred— Nellie M. Graves, $1122.91;
Sovereign Prince of Rose Croix of H. Benjamin C. Studley, $4000; estate
estate
R. D. M., Knight of the Eagle and Eugene H. Rose, $10,870;
Pelican. Music will he furnished by Charles A. Benner, $6637.66; estate
the Scottish Rite Temple Quartet. Rebecca J. Copeland, $5067.42.
Secretary Wight impresses upon the
members the necessity of notifying him
if they intend to be present at the ban
UNION
quet. Last month 87 said they would
be present at supper and 138 came.
A special meeting of Cooper Relief
"This will not do for turkey,” says the Corps is called by the president for
secretary.
Tuesday P. M., Nov. 22 for purpose of
Those entitled to the degrees are:
inspection. A full attendance of mem
John H. Andrews, John O. Stevens. bers is requested. A picnic dinner will
Max Goldberg, Hector G. Staples, Fred) be served at noon to inspecting officer,
C. Dyer, Arthur A. Twaddel, Philip veteran soldiers of Cooper Post and
Rosenberg, Oswald P. McDonald, Louis) members of Cooper Relief Corps.
Goldberg. Victor F. Atwood, Harry
Berman, Merton R. Baum, Harry L. I
APPLE MARKET LETTER
McIntire, Lynn F. Hathaway, Hamlin I
B. Bowes, Reuben S. Thorndike, Emery
B. Howard, Albert R. Havener, Rev.
Boston, Nov 11.
Eugene V. Allen, Rockland; Hepry T.
The week opened up cold and driz
Duncan, Dr. Frans Leyonborg, II. W.
Crockett, J. O. Brown, North Haven; zly, with apparently sufficiently heavy
George W. Walker, Llewellyn Mank, arrivals to permit buyers to shop
John B. Robinson, Warren; Bernard W. around at will. There is no snap at
French, Auburn; Chester A. Sweet, all to the trade and arrivals are not
West Boothbay Harbor; Dana B.
Mayo, Harlow I. Genthner, Waldo- cleaning up very well. We show no
lioro; Harold Ladd, Fuller C. Went change in prices although, as usual,
worth, Herbert H. Stevens, John P. something fine sells at the outside
Sylvester, Belfast; Harold A. Gleason, price and in some cases exceeds it.
Thomaston; Maurice F. Lovejoy, John Baldwins No. 1, barrels ....$5.0U-$6.00
“ .... 4.00- 4.50
C. Creighton, Union; Ross W. Thomp Baldwins No. 2
“ .... 3.50- 4.00
son, Herbert T. Decker, Southport; Ben Davis .
“ .... 4.00- 5.50
William M. Hunter, Andrew W. Wil- Greenings
“ .... 4.50- 6.00
band, Wiscasset; Samuel M. Tworab- Kings
“ .... 4.50- 5.00
ley, Jamaica Plain, Mass.; Charles S. Nodheads
“ .... 4.00- 6.00
Cunningham,
North
Edgecombe; Snows
“ .... 4.50- 6.00
Llewellyn V. Joyce, Swan's Island; Spys
“ .... 3.50- 5.00
Jasper P. Haskell, Stonington; Percy Starks
“ .... 3.00- 5.00
E. Darling, Hyde Park; Ellston F. Tolmaq Sweets
McIntosh Reds No.l “
.... 5.00- 0.00
Luce, Thomaston; Arthur F. Leigh,
“ .... 3.50- 5.00
Rockport; Edward J. Hutchinson, Ed Odd varieties
Kingman & Hearty, Inc.,
ward A. Sprague, Boothbay Harbor;
Chester O. Wyllie, Warren.
“The House Built on the Apple.”

So far as records go Camden High
would seem to have the edge on Rock
land High this^season, but those who
witnessed the Armistice Day game on
the Broadway ground readily reached
the conclusion that the two teams are
very evenly matched and that it is a
toss-up when they play. Rockland
having won the game in Camden, and
Camden having won the game in Rock
land the conditions appeared ideal for
a “rubber game.” The challenge was
issued by Rockland, and duly accepted
under terms as published in Tuesday’s
issue.
The game will be played in Camden
Saturday afternoon at 2 o’clock sharp,
and will be in charge of neutral of
ficials. Many of the sports regard it
is rather unfortunate that neutral
ground could not also have been se
lected, but the Rockland team is los
ing no time in vain regrets. Rockland
should send a record crowd to Camden,
and it should stick to the orange
and black until the last gun is tired.

Camden High 6, Thomaston High 0
Camden High 6, Rockland High 0.
Totals. Camden High 150; opponents, 116.

But you can’t afford to buy clothes
that will look right for one day
only—they must look as well
months from now.
That is why we advise you to buy
the finest boys' clothing made—
tailored by Snellenburg—

R-igTif—Pos<- m-ej

Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. Percy very
pleasantly entertained at a venison
dinner Sunday. Among those present
were: Katherine Overlock, Charles
Overlook, Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Over
look. Also members of the muoh-maligned Jackman hunting party: Charles
Starrett, Sherbourne Kalloch and A.
T. Norwood.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Emerson
and daughter of Portland are at their
summer homo here.
Mrs. Willis Vinal has returned Bom
I Waldoboro where she was called by
j the illness of her father.
j Mrs. Alexander Spear who has been
j sick with the grippe is able to be, up
again.
William Young left Tuesday for his
home in Texas
I.eon Payson, who has been visiting
Rockland’s Record
at John Fullerton’s, has returned to
Rockland High 12, Lincoln Academy Massachusetts.
•
Don’t forget the Benefit dance at
28.
Rockland High 21, Camden High Glover hall tonight. Music by Smith's
orchestra of Augusta.
20.
Daniel Burgh and friend stopped at
Rockland High 28, Thomaston High
the Hill Top Inn this wegk and have
6.
Rockland High 20, Lincoln Acade r.ow gone on a gunning trip.
E. Rollins spent Armistice Day with
my 19.
Rockland High 0, Morse High his daughter in Portland, returning
home Monday.
(Bath), 34.
Rockland High 0, Camden High 6.
Totals, Rockland High 81; oppo
FOR SALE
nents, 113.
20 Shares Central Maine Power Co.
Camden’s Record
7% Pfd. Stock. Price $100 per
Camden High 6, Thomaston High 0.
share and interest to yield 7%
Camden High 33, Belfast High 7.
R. W. DAVIS
Camden High 6, Lincoln Academy
P. 0. Box 574.
Freeport, Me.
12.
135-137
Camden High 0, Waterville High 33.

...A. YKR ’S...
Have you been in to get your Flannel Shirt yet? If not
guess you are the only one. We have the best
trades in Shirts you ever saw.
FOR THE MEN—

Good heavy Flannel Shirt, great
trade ..................................... $1.98
Other Flannel Shirts, all colors
$1.00 to $4.00
Army Pants ............................. $5.00
Golf Stockings to go with them $2
Sheepskin Coats ....... $10 and up
Mackinaws .................. $9.00, $10.00
Overalls ............. $1.10, $1.35, $1.75
Wool Stockings, 4 pairs for $1.00
Heavy Wool Stockings 50c, 75c, $1
Sweaters ............. $1, $2, $5, $8, $10

I . .........

\

Boys Sheep Lined Coats, ages 8 to 20.

L. E. Bl&ckington
Boots, Shoes and Clothing
JTtlre

WARREN

Fleeced Shirts and Drawers . ..85c
Union Suits $1.25, $1.50, $1.75,$2, $3
Pajamas .................................. $2.00
Night Shirts ............... $1.00, $1.25

FOR THE BOYS— ’
Suits ..................... ......... $6, $8, $10
Union Suits ......... $1.00, $1.25, $1.50
Stockings ................... 25c, 35c, 50c
Army Pants ............................ $5.00
Golf Stockings ........................ $1.50
Mackinaws ................... $7.00, $850
Pants of all kinds ....$155 to $3.00
Gloves and Mittens ..... 10c to $1.00
Sweaters ..................... $1.50 to $550

In buying goods here you have the satisfaction of knowing that if
they do not fit, wear well, or give satisfaction in every way, you have
only to tell us and we will make good. All goods can be exchanged,
or returned, and money will be cheerfully refunded.

WILLIS AYER
NEW SPEAR BLOCK < t ATTHE BROOK ■ I ROCKLAND, ME.

Choice Cuts
—and Others
A few weeks ago a news

paper man visited one of
the wholesale markets of
Swift & Company.
He

wanted to see a retailer
buy a loin of beef and
then watch the retailer
sell the porterhouse and
sirloin steaks from it over
his counter. He thought
this would make a good
story.

The head of the mar
ket took the reporter into
the “cooler” where he

showed him a high class
side of beef. With a
wooden skewer he marked
off the loin and said, “That would cost a retailer just 40
cents a pound, but it’s only 8 per cent of the weight of
the whole side.
“This piece, (and he marked off about one-fourth of

the carcass) is the chuck and I’ll sell it at wholesale for 7
cents a pound. Please remember, this is one of our best
sides of beef. We also have beef which sells for half

as much.”

This wide variation in the price of various cuts from
the same side of beef is caused largely by demand for
the tender cuts. The others are, of course, just as
wholesome.
’

It seems as though more people than ever are
demanding choicer cuts, and their demand sets the price.
If few people ask for the forequarter cuts, the price of
forequarters will automatically drop to a figure low
enough to induce people to buy because of cheapna

Even though certain cuts sell for relatively high
prices, other cuts, due to lack of demand, sell so low that
our profit from all sources over a period of five years
averaged only a fraction of a cent a pound.

Overcoats

It is competition between consumers for the choice

Overcoats
Overcoat quality that is better. Styles that are su
perior, and workmanship that is the best in years and
at very much lower prices than at any time since the
war days.

COATS AND CHESTERFIELDS, STORM COATS

J£en’s_4buckleOvershoes$375

AND ULSTERS

Men’s Dress Rubbers, $1.00, $1.25

They are all here in great variety. Every coat is finely
tailored and the best value obtained for the money.

ROLLER SKATING

Our average wholesale selling price of all products
has fallen about 40 per cent since September 1920.

Regular nights for the winter are Mondays, Wednesdays, Thlrsdays and
Saturdays. Skating from 7 to 10. Skating Saturday
Afternoons from 2 to 5.

Swift & Company, U. S. A.

If you have not learned, start now before everybody else beats you to it.
Rockland Local Branch, 17 Union Street
J. S. Jenkins, Manager

■ft PARK THEATRES
TODAY AND FRIDAY

: :SATURDAY: :

GLORIA SWANSON

Elaine Hammerstein

“The Great Moment”

Boston Shoe Store
Rockland, Main*

NEW ENGLAND GLOTHJNG, HOUSE

cuts that keeps prices for those cuts relatively high; an
equalizing demand for all parts of the carcass would
benefit producer, packer, retailer and consumer.

At the ARCADE, ROCKLAND

—IN—

EVERYTHING IN FOOTWEAR
AND NEVER UNDERSOLD

Camden High 19, Rockland High 20,
Camden High 13, Bucksport Seminary 19.
Camden High 0, Bucksport Seminary 18.
Camden High 35, Belfast High 7.
Camdfli High 26, Lincoln Academy

Camden and Rockland Play
Their Rubber Game in
Camden Saturday.
0.

BUSY ROSE CROIX

You want him provided with a
stylish new suit—with a warm
new overcoat for the holiday.

$10 °° to $15 °°

EXCLUSIVE ROCKLAND DEALERS

Women's 3 buckle Overshoes $3.50

St.,

Will Your Boy Be Dressed Right?

$12.50 value for $6.98

DAVIS

PLAIN OVERCOATS AND BELTED, SPORT

237 Main

SKIRTS

PRUNELLA

On the floor to demonstrate.

Child's 3 buckle Overshoes $2.00
Misses 3 buckle Overshoes $2.50

Felt Shoes and Slippers

COATS, sons AND DRESSES
ALL

WOMEN’S
MISSES’

ON

For That Reo Speed Wagon

BURPEE & LAflB

MEN’S

SALE

—IN—

“Handcuffs and Kisses”

A wild untamed creature into j
A startling story of£>rison prac
whose unconscious memory floats
tice. |0ne cf the features is a big
the barbaric Tartary dance—the
riot scene.
culture of the Pelhams drugged
with liquor.
Comedy—
“SNOOKEY’S FRESH HAIR”
Qomedy—“SNEAKEF.S”

• EMPIRE
FRIDAY

THEATRE#

AND

SATURDAY

TOM MIX in “AFTER YOUR OWN HEART’
______________ A rancher who used autos end airplane*.______ «_____
Also for Friday: “MONEY TALKS” and “THE HOLDUP MAN.”
Also for Saturday: “PAINT and POWDER and “KING of the CIRCUS."

'age 1 hree

•SI
Roller polo at the Arcade next Mon
Meeting of Winslow-Hoibrook Post
day night: Rockland Regulars vs. the tonight.
Arcade team. Game called at 8.30.
With gasolene only 28 cents and sup
pers to be given at West Rockport and
The Relief Corps will have a circle South Thomaston Friday night we
••■Mil REI1HBORHOOB EVCBTB
g supper tonight, with Mrs. Hattie Me can see where Rockland will be well
Not. 18—Methebesec Club meets with Mrs.
Hester Chase.
sa Loud, Mrs. Eleanor Knowlton, Mrs. epresented.
Nov. 21—Miss Loraine Wyman in English,
H Julia Huntley and Mrs. Bertha Hig
French and Southern folk song, at First BapTlie Universalist church announces
gs gins as housekeepers.
tist, church.
Nov. 24—Annual ball of Rockland Veteran
series of Sunday illustrated lectures
Firemen’s Association in Havener hall
jgE
Miss Annie Shapiro has graduated to begin with Drink Water’s i "Abra
Nov. 14—Shakespeare Society meets with
jglfrom Bryant & Stratton's Business ham Lirtcolh" next Sunday evening,
Mrs. A. & Littlefield.
Nov. 15—Good Cheer Sewing Circle rum
.3(1. These lectures are being
gg j College, Boston
mage sale in Temple Hall
given in a number of cities throughout
gj
----Nov. 16—Monthly meeting of Knox and Lin
Albert Lovejoy is having a week's the United States, in all kinds of
coln Past Grands Association in (’aindon.
Nov. 18—Meeting Of Gen. Knox Chapter of
vacation from the express office, hurdles, and make a very acceptable
Bom Croix.
l Leigh Scott is back on the Job, after Sunday evening service. No admis
Nov. 19— (Football) Rockland High vs.
a course of intensive training for the sion is to be charged.
Camden High, in Camden, to settle Knox coun
ty championship.
polo season.
Nov. 19—Library Benefit supper at Meth
At the Sunday School Board meet
odist vestry, 5 to 7 o’clock.
B1 Commander William 8. Healey of ing of the First Baptist Church it was
Nov.
HI—Fortnightly
meeting
Woman's
Educational Club, Methodist vestry, address ov
Win slow-Hoolbrok Post was a guest oted to take a picture of the Sunday
Rev. B. V. Allen.
j on the U. S. S. Maryland Sunday School in front of the church the com
Nov. 24—Thanksgiving Day.
r i afternoon and inspected the "Won-ing Sunday if the weather permits.
Nov. 30—Univereallst fair.
Dec. 7-8—Methodist Fair.
gj der Ship" under advantageous con- All members are urged to be present
Dec. 8—Old Peabody pew to be repeated
11 ditlons, Monday, bearing the per to be in the picture. The Board also
at Methodist church.
il mission of Secretary of the Navy he arranged for Christmas season cele
Dec. 10—Limerock Valley Pomona Grange
meets with Megunticook Grange, Camden.
jg was aboard the destroyer Preble bration with a tree and Santa Claus.
Bg which acted as tender for the trials, for the school.
A. E. Foster is again on duty with
fis' and which ran extremely close to the
the Central Maine Power Co., after a
Last night at the Universalist
gg Maryland in order that the moving
week's vacation.
<
ft | picture men might get the best pos- church Dr. A. K. P. Harvey spoke to
Ifl'sible results. Communication between
large group at the close of the cir
All Linen Damask, 70 in. wide, $3.50 yard.
South Thomaston is so well pleased
fg the battleship and the destroyer was cle supper on the prevention and cure
with its lectrics that it talks of light
Union Damask, cotton and linen, 68 in. wide, $2.75. IB maintained constantly during the trial, of cancer. Dr. Harvey spoke as a
ing the streets in that manner.
gg I by wireless telephone.
Commander epresentative of the Maine Medical
Mercerized Damask, 70 in. wide, $1.25.
j__ Healey made some excellent snapshots Association which has had an active
David G. Hodgkins and Kenneth
: ! aboard the Maryland in spite of the part in the national cancer campaign.
Mercerized Damask, 72 in. wide, $1.00.
Stair have returned from a week’s
Eg fact that it was raining when he took Although the speaker brought out such
hunting trjp in Madrid, Franklin
B the pictures.
facts as at the present time that one
Pattern Table Cloths, round designs, $1 1.50.
county. They brought home a doe,
out of every eight women and one out
““
and recollections of a pleasant outing.
Bj i A carload of sleighs, manufactured of every fourteen men die with cancer
Napkins to match, $12.95 dozen.
t at the State Prison, was shipped by his main emphasis was upon the more
< All those who have promised to fur
H1 American Railway express Tuesday to encouraging point that cancer can be
Pattern Table Cloth, round designs, $7.50.
nish anything for the Thanksgiving
cured, and he declared that 90 per
ft i Caribou.
___
Napkins to match, $7.50 dozen.
baskets to be sent out from the First
cent, of the cases were curable if tuk
jV
Charles
A.
Heckbert
completed
his
Baptist church are requested to send
en in time. The chief danger of can
gt j furlough Monday, and left for Lake- cer was shown to be that in its early
Pattern Table Cloth, round designs, $8.00.
their contribution to the church Tues
gf
burst,
N.
J.,
where
he
resumes
his
day morning.
stages it is painless and that this
Napkins to match, $10.00 dozen.
f§ j duties with the air force. Mrs. Heck causes patients to neglect treatment.
bert
w
’
ill
remain
in
Rockland
until
it
Col. George K. Uoethals, who man
The doctor's chief advice was to avoid
is decided where her husband is to delay and carelessness. It was fur
aged the East Coast companies during
be
located.
the receivership period, has gone to
ther shown that cancer was not a
Mexico City, where he will have charge
blood, but in its early stages, an en
Frank L. Clark, whose career as tirely local disease, which makes the
of a large construction for the Obregon
telegrapher covers 17 years of con
government.
ure all the easier.
tinued service, has been appointed
manager of the Western Union tele
Frank B. Fish, formerly with the
Everybody has seen wild geese at
graph office to succei-d E. A. Champ- a height of a mile or two, but few get
East Coast Companies, has taken a
ney, resigned. Mr. Clark entered the an opportunity to see the wily birds
position with West & Flint, New York
employ of the Western Union as mes at close range. Two magnificent spec
City’s largest firm of accountants. Mr.
senger in 1898 and from 1900 to 190 imens of Canadian geese are on dis
Fish is now in Portland and will en
was employed as railroad operator play in the show window of the
ter upon his new duties Dec. 1st.
through different parts of the East and Thomas Sporting Goods Co. They
as far West as Detroit. In 1904 he were shot by Capt. F. L. Green of
The current issue of J'The Exciter"
The Old Farmer's Almanac, whieh i The committee which was selected
contains a snapshot of Supt. H. P. in Its 138th year, is certainly justified j from Rockland and other towns to resumed his duties with the Western Deer Isle, and have a spread of five
Blodgett and his efficient office force. in using that title, comes to our desk ' secure, if possible, the restoration of Union at 109 State street, Boston, and feet from wing to wing and a weight
Judging from the smiles the eight with the compliments of the publishers ' the train service, is circulating the has continued with that company ever of 7% lbs. each.
members of the group did not find it and the New England. News Company, j petitions, which will later be presented since. During the war lie was sent to
such a difficult task to have their pic It contains a large amount of infor- j to the Maine Central Railroad—al- New York and Washington with other
Mrs. Eliza Hatch, who had been
members of the Boston force, on ac
tures “took” And of course Supt. mation useful the year around.
! though it is probable that tlie Public count of the extremely heavy business making her home in Portland with her
Blodgett looked pleasant, in an envir
---| Utility Commission will be their final at those points. At the time of the son, Otis M. Hatch, the past 25 years,
onment of that sort.
died there last Saturday at the age of
The young man who stood in front | destination.
Halifax disaster Dec. 6, 1917, he was 87 years. Funeral services were held
of the Y. M. C. A. building on Lime- 1
----Walter Rogers is firing on Lime rock street Tuesday night, softly j Scores of inquiries have been re sent there with 15 other operators Monday, and the remains were brought
They worked with overcoats and hats
Bock locomotive No. 1, us successor
humming Mr. Ufford s immortal hymn,; ce|vl,(] at this office as
when the on, as the whole front of the telegraph to Rockland for interment in Sea View
to Albert Day who resigned to become
cemetery, accompanied by Otis M
“
Throw
Out
the
Life-line,'
and
waiting
,
ro
||
er
polo
season
would
begin
at
the
office had been blown away. He came Hatch.
rural mail carrier. The R. & It. Lime
Another son. William B.
for
his
sweetheart
to
appear,
got
the
I
Arcade.
The
first
game
will
be
played
to Rockland in October, 1918, with Hatch, of Medford, Mass., contracted a
Bulletin quotes The Courier-Gazette’s
surprise
of
his
life
when
a
coil
of
rope
nex
t
Monday
night
at
8.30
between
the
double pneumonia, and has been at severe cold at the funeral, and war
recent item concerning Mr. Day's new dropped out of the sky and settled over
contract, and prints a nice little ditty his shoulders. “Ah. ha!” exclaimed the Rockland Regulars and the Arcade tached to the local office since his re unable to accompany the remains to
full of other complimentary things young man, “’tis the work of me dead team. It was hoped to have the Port covery. Patrons of the office may rest Rockland. Mrs. Hatch was a native
land locals for the first game but assured of a courteous and efficient of Bristol, and came to Rockland aftei
about “Reddy."
ly rival," and he reached for his hip their visit will come later. Old fa- administration while he is manager.
her marriage to the late L. C. Hatch.
pocket, as he had seen William H. vorites will be In the lineup of the
----Make no other engagembent for a Hart and lots of other men do. But it
Her death resulted from injuries which
Regulars,
but
Manager
Allen
is
confiTlie
coal
discharging
plant
of
M.
B.
Saturday supper than the one in the was not his deadly r-r-rival at ail;
she received shortly before when she
&
C.
O.
Perry
was
busy
yesterday
dent
that
he
can
produce
a
team
Methodist vestry which will be served it was simply Mayor Thorndike cast
fell and broke her hip. Although long
from 5 to 7 for the benefit of the Pub ing off the lines when the “Steamship which will give them a good battle. taking 1000 tons of coal out of the absent from this city Mrs. Hatch had
Lehigh
Valley
barge
Tulpehocken.
It
wjll
be
the
first
polo
game
many
lic Library. If you are a patron of Athletic" sailed from “Pier 12." So no
many friends here who were interest
of the younger sports have ever seen;
that institution you will realize the ber-lud was spilled.
ed in her welfare, and who will be
County
Commissioner
Arthur
U
but
they
are
willing
to
accept
the
vet*
”
need and vaule of new books. The
grieved at her death. Mrs. Hatch is
diet of older fans that it is the only Patterson, who was in attendance at survived by the two sons above
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The super-dreadnaught Maryland,
>
i ployed at the Leopold plant, which has The Baptist Men’s League had a
which established a new speed record — - — ............. -........... . .
had as high as 240 during the season.
on the Rockland course Monday, left
good attendance at its November
this port next day. One of her engines
meeting last night, but certain it Is
A dance for the benefit of the War that there would have been no ab
became disabled on the run to Boston,
ren baseball club will be given in that sentees if the members had known of
where she arrived yesterday.
\
THE CHANCE OF A LIFETIME
town tonight, with music by Smith’! the very superior supper whieh the
Orchestra from Augusta. A number housekeepers had prepared, and whieh
“C. M. P. Baby Column" is the title
of local dancers will probably attend. numbered a particularly tempting
of a new department in "The Exciter,"
WILL SING
wherein is published each week the
brand of fruit salad and raspberry
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Kinney, seated shortcake among its courses. Harry
picture of some baby whose parents
FOLK SONGS IN COSTUME
in the wireless station of A. C. Me W. French was admitted to member
are in some way connected with the
THREE CHORUS NUMBERS BY THE FIRST BAPTIST CHOIR
Loon & Co., Tuesday night, "listened ship. A telegram of sympathy was
company. “This week says The Ex
in" on a concert and vaudeville per sent to F. J. Bicknell, a former pres
citer,” we have the two children of Mr.
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH, ROCKLAND
formance which was taking place dow ldent of the League who had that day
and Mrs. Elmer Pinkham of Rockland.
•
AT 8:00 O’CLOCK
in New’ Jersey. Great times, these, fol undergone an operation in ;l Portland
The girl’s name is Winnifred and she
tlie wireless bugs.
is three years old. The boy, Ralph, is
NOVEMBER 21, 1921
hospital. Rev. W. S. Rounds, “our
five years old and is most ready to
neighbor across the way," as he was
PRICE, |1.00; CHILDREN UNDER 15 YEARS, 50c
It
is
a
source
of
a
great
deal
of
sat
take up his Dad’s place as an elec
introduced by President Miller, gave
CARS AFTER THE CONCERT
isfaetion
to
local
football
fans,
and
trician.
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a lecture on Vachel Lindsey, "The
Charles Wotton's friends generally to Vagabond Poet,” with whom he was
know that he has just been awarded associated when they were sophomores
his “B” for having made the varsity together at Hiram College, Ohio, in
team this fall. He did not begin his 1897. They roomed in the same house
studies at Bowdoin until after the col and were rivals in forensic contests,
lege opened and had very little inten later renewing their acquaintance in
■ tion of going out for football in his New York, where Lindsey was trying
: Freshman year. When he did finally to solve the problem, not so much on
join the squad ills work attracted how to support a wife on $10 a week,
! the instant intention of Couch Os but how to find somebody, who would
tergren, who saw in the tall
marry him. Eccentric, and priding
rangy Roekland lad admirable 1
himself upon his eccentricity, Vachel
teriai for a tackle. Tho result
Lindsey is nevertheless a master of
that Wotton played in a portion
English, and commands large audl
every game in which the victorous
ences wherever he appears as speak
Bowdoin team participated, and in the
er. The force of his poems lost noth
Maine game also played part of Ihe ing through the manner in which
time as guard. His two years of foot number of them were read by Mr.
Leave your order for Thanksgiving with
ball with Worcester Academy and tw Rounds. Tlie pastor is a lover of
us. You know you will get better goods,
fj years with the Abbott School
poetry and his recitals reflect his
‘-Farmington stood him In good stead
better service, honest weights and right
I His work with the Bowdoin team has not keen appreciation of it. His most
notable selections from Lindsey's
prices.
,
s only reflected credit upon his home
city, but makes it reasonably certain works last night were "The Congo."
"Kerensky,” and “John L. Sullivan
that he will have equal success with
Men's League spent a most de
the Bowdoin baseball team next sea The
lightful hour with him.
son. The more Bs he collects the bet
ter his home friends will like it.
Mrs. Fred Burpee wishes to an- I
nounee to her friends and pairo'is lhat |
j
BONED SIRLOIN ROASTS AND STEAKS, 39c
Kvidences that the drouth is broken
she will le pn pared to furnish her
have not been lacking in Municipal
Kr.g'ish p'um puddings, as usual, for
J'
BONED PORTERHOUSE ROASTS AND STEAKS, 43c
| Court the past week. Witness these Thanksgiving an 1 Christmas.
Tel. |
l results: John Clancy, Rockport, plead 744W.
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(Best Quality Beef)
- ed guilty to. intoxication and elected
1 to take 30 days in lieu of fine and costs
MARRIED
I Eugene Larrabee, foiiThl guilty of in
Itixlnej-Kcllar-Bath, Xov. ti. hv Kev. II
I toxication, sentenced to 90 days, ap I,. Wilson, Allen Kndncy of Cape Girardeau, |
pealed and furnished bail; James Ed Missouri, and Mrs. Alice Kcllar, of lioeklsud.
ward Russell pleaded guilty to intoxi
DIED
cation, case continued for sentence
Day—Seattle, Wash., Xov. 5. Mrs Mary K
upon offer of the respondent to lilt Day,
formerly of Camden, aged 95 years.
for a Tlnnlwr camp. Same party was
Hatch--Portland, Xov. 13, Eliza, widow oil
1 before the Court Sept. 30 for intoxlca I,. C. Hall’ll. ttirilli-rir of KneltI i II I. i;. ,1 87 I
years.
Interment in Aeliorn ccnictjvv.
FRESH STOCK FOR SATURDAY
; tion and was sentenced to 30 days in
jail? Sentence was suspended.
CARD OF THANKS
- having given evidenoe which resulte
We wish to extend our thanks to nil our
FRESH CAUGHT MACKEREL, 25c Lb. About the last this season
in the conviction of the Hart sister: friends and neighbors who were so kind and
thoughlful in our great sorrow. Also for the
for using selling and administering beautiful
SALT MACKEREL
HERRING
TONGUES AND SOUNDS
flowers sent.
morphine, opium and cocaine, and
Mr. and Mrs. Fred H. Ward and fumily.
1
their
subsequent
commitment
to
the
' SALMON TROUT
CODFISH
HALIBUT FINS
CARD OF THANKS
State Reformatory for Women. Rus
I take Ibis way to express mv ireartfeil
sell left Wednesday, being escorted
BONELESS COD
thanks to those who were so kind Io any son
'j the station of the M. C. R. R. by Mar while he was at Knox Hospital and esp -pally
I shal Gilchrest. who saw to the pur Mrs Crozier, Elmo Crozier Mrs. I’itchei. Ar
Crockett. Dr. Xorih, Dr. Fogg soil ai!
I chase of a ticket and his introduction tliur
Ihe nurses al Ihe hospital. Tlieir kindness
CANDY
' to the passenger car. Two other men will never be forgotten
Mrs, Etta Jones and family.
have been before the Court for intoxi
SOCIAL WHIRLS, 37c Lb. The best Kiss made.
cation, but it being the first offense
each case, a fine was given hy Judge
PEANUT BRITTLE, 19c Lb. Fresh every day.
l! Miller.
----- •
1
Three new speed wagon bodies parPOP CORN BRITTLE, 29c Lb. Fresh every day.
- ticularly adaptable to city trade, have
“ KEAG”
just been announced by the Reo Motor
BEST POP CORN, 5 Lbs. 25c. Guaranteed to pop.
i Car Company. ’ All three of these have
Village Improvement Ass’n
enclosed cabs designed especially for
winter. Panel sides, screen sides and
NEW FLORIDA GRAPE FRUIT, 3 for 25c.
an open side job constitute the three
FRIDAY NIGHT
- latest models which are. without
question, one of the greatest advances
CALIFORNIA ORANGES, 29c.
NOVEMBER 18
in truck body constduction. according
' Io George M Simmons, of the RockNEW FLORIDA ORANGES, 60c dozen
Supper 5 to 7:30. Dance 8:00 P. M.
; land representative company.

talk of tbe Cown

rz^

THANKSGIVING
LINENS

B

Thanksgiving is only a few days off and
we are now prepared to show some very
handsome Thanksgiving Table Linen.

STOP!

LOOK!!

LISTEN!!!

MISS LORAINE WYMAN

COBB’S

Seasonable Eats
•••• at ••••
Reasonable Prices

SPECIALLY GOOD BARGAINS

THE CORNER GROCERY
TELEPHONES 796—797

MANY REASONS
WHY YOU SHOULD TRADE HERE
LITTLE PIG PORK
Pork Roast................................................................
30c
Pork Chops (machine sliced) ...................................
Whole Fresh Ham .. .. ................................................
Half Fresh Ham..............................................................
Fresh Shoulders..............................................................
Pork Steak.......................................................................
Smoked Shoulders..................................
Smoked Ham (whole).................................................
Smoked Ham (half) ...................................................
Smoked Ham, sliced to fry..........................................
Our Own Country Sausage.......................................
Best Bean Pork..............................................................
Best Fat Salt Pork.............................

35c
35c
22c
24c
18c
35c
17c
24c
26c
40c
35c
13c
15c

Fancy Native Fowl, per pound..................................

40c

Native Spring Lamb

Heavy Western Beef

Lamb Legs,
30c
.7JC
Lamb Fores,
20c
40c Lamb Chops,
35c
20c Lamb Steak,
40c
Lamb
Flank,
14c
9c
20c
25c Stew Lamb,
Best Rump Steak,
39c
Choice Native Veal
Boneless Sirloin,
39c
Hamburg Steak, 2 lbs., 25c Boneless Roast,
25c
Corned Beef,
1 2c, 15c Veal Steak,
45c
Top Round Steak,
25c Veal Chops,
35c
Bottom Round Steak, 20c Oven Roast,
35c
Sirloin Roast,
Porterhouse Roast,
Best Rib Roast,

PURE LARD
Cut from tub, pound........................................................ 1 5c
Five Pound Pails, 15c lb...................................................75c
Ten Pound Pails, 14^c lb........................................... $1.45
Twenty Pound Tubs, I 3p2C lb................................... $2.70
Fifty-five Pound Tubs. 13c lb...................................... $7.15
This is the last call on lard at these prices. Market early.

Attractive Specials

In Season Specials

Granulated Meal, 8 lbs
Nice Molasses, gallon,
Baker’s Chocolate, lb.,
Evaporated Milk, can,
Rolled Oats, 6 lbs.,
Pink Salmon, 2 cans,
Red Salmon, can,
Prunes, 2 lbs.,
Prunes, extra large, lb.

25c New Turkish Figs, lb.,
40c Tokay Grapes, lb.,
35c Native Celery, bunch,
10c Cranberries, quart,
25c Cooking Apples, pk.,
25c Grape Fruit, 2 for
25c Mixed Nuts, lb;,
25c Horse Radish, bottle,
1 5c Sauer Kraut, lb.,

35c
25c
25c
20c
35c
25c
30c
25c
8c

FLOUR
Jack Frost, per sack ........ .$1.10; 8 sacks, $8.00
Bird's Best, per sack.................... $1.25; 8 sacks, $9.00

BEST SEEDED RAISINS, per package...............
BEST FRANKFORTS, per pound...........................
BEST CHEESE, per pound.......................................

16c
]9c
25c

DIXIE BACON Kg^.lb.::::%
Best Creamery Butter, per pound.............................
Elegant Malaga Grapes...............................................

50c
35c

SATURDAY SPECIAL
All day Saturday we offer our full-size loaf
10c
FRESH BAKED BREAD
10c
All goods offered are the best. Mail orders received
by us not later than Saturday night will be filled at these
prices as long as the goods last. Telephone orders will
be delivered as rapidly as possible, but we cannot promise
dinner orders if received after 9 o’clock. Market early.

EVERYTHING READY—NO WAITING
WE HAVE EVERYTHING GOOD TO EAT

1

DANCE AND SUPPER

FOR SALE —3ft tons of this year’s pressed
I hay.
K. LISBOK, 91 Lake Avenue. Tel.
uCGM.
136*138

I

PERRY’S

GRANGE HALL

ANNOUNCING
Removal of Offices to 299 Main Street, over

American Express Company.

R. K. BOWMAN, Chiropractor ,
1:00 to 5:00 P. M. Daily.
Monday, Wednesday and Saturday Evenings 6:30 to 8:30.

Phone:

Office, 780.

Res., Thomaston, 27-12.
135-136

Are You Properly Paid For the Time You
Spend At the Wash Tub?
Many housekeepers right here in town—friends and neighbors of
yours—are actually making wash day pay them dividends by sending
their washing to us. They find a dozen ways of saving around thej
house—for mending and sewing, planning tasty but economical meals,
and best of all saving themselves. They haven’t that dread of Monday
and the wash tub always before them.
Make this experiment this week in your home. We wash every
thing carefully, iron all the heavy and small flat pieces and leave you
with just the under clothes to finish—these we fluffy—as well as th.^
bath towels, and they need very little ironing. Compare the cost with
the value of your time and the price you pay for fuel and supplies and
you find our prices are very reasonable indeed.
Don’t forget to try our Shirts and Collar*. .
We give you a truly good price on all finished washing. Try us
this week—try our price on any work. WE KNOW, and are going to
suit on price and good, white, clean work.

PERRY’S STEAM LAUNDRY
578 MAIN STREET.
Established 1914
ROCKLAND, MAINE
IN BUSINESS OVER SEVEN YEARS
136-137
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struggled; making half-formed ges
tures, speaking half-made words.
“Julia—Julia—” He choked: “Julia,
promise me something? Julia—prom
ise to promise me something.”
“I will,” she said quickly, “What do
you want me to do?"
“Give me your word,” he said, still
radiantly struggling. "Give me your
word—your word und sacred promise,
Julia—you'll never he engaged to any
body at all!”
At six minutes after four o’clock of
the second afternoon following Julia's
return. Noble Dill closed his own gate
behind him as he set forth upon the
four-minute walk that would bring him
to Julia's. He wore a bit of Indoor
geranium in the buttonhole of his new
light overcoat.
Passing the foot of an alley which
debouched upon the street, he was
aware of a commotion, of missiles
burled and voices clashed.
Casting a glance that way. Noble
could see but one person; a boy of
thirteen or fourteen who looked
through a crack in a board fence,
steadfastly keeping an eye to this aperlure, and as continuously calling
through It, holding his head to one
level for this purpose, but at the same
time dancing—and dancing tauntingly,
it was conveyed—with the other parts
of his body. Ills voice was now sweet,
now piercing, and again far too
dulcet with the overkindness of bur
lesque; and if, as It seemed, he
was unburdening his spleen, his spleen
was a powerful one. and gorged. He
appeared to be In a torment of tor
menting; and his success was proved
by the pounding of bricks, and rocks
of size, upon the other side of the
fence.
“Oh, dolling!” he walled, his tone
polsonously amorous.
“Oh, dolling
Henery! Oo's dot de mos’ booful eyes
in a dray bid nasty world, Henery!
Oh, has I dot booful eyes, dolling Pattywatty?
Yes, I has!
I has dot
pretty eyes!" His voice rose to an
unbearably piercing climax. “Oh, what
prettiest eyes I dot! Me and Herbie
Atwater! Oh, my booful eyes! Oh,
ray booful—”
But even as he reached this apex,
the head, shoulders and arms of Her
bert Atwater rose momentarily above
the fence across the alley, behind the
tormentor. Herbert's expression was
Implacably resentful, and so was the
gesture with which he hurled an ob
ject at the comedian pre-occupied with
the opposite fence. This object upon
reaching its goal, as it did with more
a splash than a thud, was revealed as
a tomato, presumably in a useless

later; anil he followed Tier to the din
ing-room. “It Isn’t much of a dinner.
Noble,” she said a little tremulously; be
ing for once (though strictly as a cook)
PART ONE.
Proud possessor of a printing press, and genuinely apologetic—but the scram
equipment, the gift of Uncle Joseph to bled eggs, cold lamb, salad and cof
his nephew, Herbert Illlngsworth Atwa fee were quite as “much of a dinner”
ter, Jr., aged thirteen, the fortunate
youth, with his chum, Henry Rooter, as N'oble wanted. To him everything
about the same age. begins the publica
tion of a full-fledged newspaper, the North on the table was hallowed, yet shred
End Dally Oriole. Herbert’s small cousin, ded through and through with an ex
Florence Atwater, being barred from cruciating melancholy.
any kind of participation In the enter
“Now we’ll talk 1" said Julia, when
prise, on account of her intense and nat
ural feminine desire to ‘’boss,” Is frankly she had brought him back to the fire
annoyed, and not at all backward In say
ing so. However, a poem she has writ again, and they were seated before it.
ten Is accepted for Insertion in the Oriole, “Don’t
you want to smoke?” He
on a strictly commercial basis—cash In
advance. The poem suffers somewhat shook his head dismally, having no
from the Inexperience of the youthful heart for what she proposed. "Well,
publishers In the “art preservative.” Her
not altogether unreasonable demand for then,” she said briskly, but a little rue
republlcatlon of the masterpiece, with its fully, “let's get to the bottom of things.
beauty unmarred, are scorned, and the
break between Miss Atwater and the Just what did you mean you had ‘in
publishers of the Oriole widens.
black and white' in your pocket?”
The Sunday following the first appear
Slowly Noble drew forth the his
ance of the Oriole, l'Horence’s particular
chum, Patty Fairchild, pays her a visit. toric copy of the North End Daily Or
They are Joined, despite Miss Atwater’s
openly expressed disapproval, by Master iole: and with face averted, placed It
Herbert Atwater and Henry Rooter. Not in her extended hand.
at all disconcerted by the coolness of
"Wlint In the world!” she exclaimed,
their reception, the visitors and Miss
Fairchild indulge in a series of innocent unfolding it; and then as its title and
Bunday games. Among them Is one called
•Truth,” the feature of which Is a con statement of ownership came Into
tract to write a question and answer, view, “Oh, yps!
1 see! Aunt Carrie
both to be kept a profound secret The
wrote me that Uncle Joseph had given
agreement Is duly carried out
Declining emphatically to participate In
Herbert a printing press. I suppose
any game with her cousin and Henry
Rooter, Florence is piqued by Miss Fair- Herbert’s the editor?”
child’s open desertion to the enemy, her
“Anti that Rooter boy." Noble said
erstwhile bosom friend apparently enjoy
ing herself Immensely in the company of sadly. “I think maybe your little niece,
the visitors and leaving with them.
Florence, has something to do with it,
too.”
>
PART TWO.
“
Somethin?
to
't'zi
'wlfh
It?'
She
On her visitors’ departure. Florence
learns through a conversation between usually lias ail to do with anything she
her parents, that her aunt, Julia Atwater, gets hold of! But what’s It got to do
Idol of the greater part of the male popu
lation of the place, but at present out of with me?”
town on a visit, has apparently become
“Vou’ll see!” he prophesied accu
engaged to a gentleman of the name of
Crum, altogether unknown to the At rately.
water family. Indulging in speculation
She began to rend, laughing nt some
concerning the fortunate youth, Mr. and
Mrs. Atwater concede tha’t for all they of the items as she went along; then
know he may be a widower, or divorced,
with any number of children, etc. Flor she suddenly became rigid, holding the
ence misses none of the remarks.
small journal before her in a trans
In her room that evening Florence
finds two brief notes used in the after fixed band.
noon game of “Truth,” and unfortunate
“Oil!” she cried. “Oh. oh!”
ly lost by Miss Fairchild. To that young
“That’s—that’s wliat—I meant,”
lady's query as to whether they did not
think they had pretty eyes, both Herbert Noble explained.
and Henry admitted they did. and had
Julia’s eyes grew dangerous. “The
affixed their signatures to the statement
Realizing that neither of the young gen little fiends!" she cried.
‘Oh. really,
tlemen would care to have It known
that they had thus acknowledged the this is a long-suffering family, but It’s
possession of “pretty eyes.” Florence per time these outrages were stopped!"
ceives what a powerful weapon has been
She jumped up. “Isn’t it frightful?"
placed In her hands, for among the (
youth of the town s a boy, Wallie Tor- j she demanded of Noble,
bin, gifted with a remarkable talent for i
i
• ,
...
,.
,
mimicry and an altogether malignant i
iOS, it is, lie said, with a dismal
disposition. The combination has made fervor.
“Nobodv knows that better
him dreaded, and Florence realizes that a
.
T .
T ..
threat to put Wallie Torbin in possession i Ulan l (10. JUlia .
of the secret concerning their “pretty S
“j InPa„ this!" she cried extending
eyes would bring Herbert and Henry
groveling at her feet and probably lead the Oriole toward him with a fine
to her greatly desired participation in sweep of gesture. “I mean this dread
their journalistic enterprise.
Acquainting the two unfortunates with ful story about poor Mr. Crum!”
her knowledge of their awful secret. Jhev
“But (t's true, though," he sa'.d.
make complete submission and Florence
becomes the undisputed master mind of "That's what hurts me, Julia!”
the Oriole.
"Noble Dill!’
In the next issue with which the erst
while proprietors of the sheet have little
“Julia!"
to do, editorially, among the ‘‘news”
"Do you dare to say you helieved
Items is related the engagement of Miss
Julia Atwater to Mr. Crum, the gentle it?”
man being referred to as a widower, also
He sprang up. “It isn't true?”
divorced, and with a “great many chil
dren.”
“Not one word of it! I told you
Among the most ard°nt and hopeless
He’s
admirers of the beautiful Julia is a youth Mr. Cruin is only twenty-six.
of the name of Noble Dill, an altogether not been out of college more than
commonplace and uninteresting individual,
notable only among his fellow townsmen three or four years, and it's the most
for his devoted attachment to the object terrible slander to say lie’s ever been
of his affections. He is. however, Flor
ence’s Ideal, and that young lady, desir married at all!”
ous of breaking the news of Jula’s en
Noble dropped hack Into his chair of
gagement “gently.” herself presents him
misery:
“I thought you meant it
with a copy of the Oriole containing the
announcement.
wasn't true."
PART THREE.
“Eve just told you there Isn't one
The Atwater family connection being word of tr—”
extensive and its position in the town
“But
you're—engaged—to
him.”
prominent, the news of Julia's engage
Noble gulped.
"You’re engaged to
ment spreads rapidly. An outbreak of
suicidal mania is freely predicted as a him, Julia!”
result, particular apprehension being felt
She appeared not to hear him. “I
concerning Noble Dill, conceded by all.
and openly referred to by some, as the suppose it can be lived down.” she
“nuttiest” of all the fair Julia's admirers.
Mr. Joseph Atwater, to whose gift of the said. “To think of Uncle Joseph put
printing outfit to Herbert the whole trou ting such a thing into the hands of
ble is traced, feels himself a social out
those awful children!"
cast and shuns the society of his fellows
Florence's threat to divulge the guilty
“But, Julia, you are eng—”
secret of Herbert and Henry's admission
“Noble!” she said sharply.
of their gift of beauty, to the dreaded
Wallie Torbin is sufficient to seal their
“Well, you are eng—”
lips as to her part in the tragedy, and
Julia drew herself up. “Different
the whole blame is placed on the two
boys. Driven to desperation, however, people mean different things by that
Herbert reveals Florence's complicity,
not to say her complete responsibility in word,” she said with severity, like an
the matter, his statement at first not be annoyed Instructress. “There are any
ing believed but later is seen to be the
truth. The luckless Herbert feels that number of shades of meaning to
he would rather spend the rest of his words; and If I used the word you
life running away from Wallie Torbin
than endure the reproaches of his fam mention in writing home to the family,
ily and the predictions of what would I may have used a certain shade and
probably be the untimely end of Noble
they may have thought I Intended an
Dill.
Stunned bv the knowledge of Julia’s other.”
fickleness, Noble Dill is conscious only of
“But, Julia—”
a keen desire to get away from every
thing that can remind him of the blight
“
Mr. Crum Is a charming young
that has fallen on his life. At the rail
road station, where his apparently aim man," she continued, with the same
less mutterings and actions are the occa primness. “I liked him very much. 1
sion for unkind comment, he meets
Julia, returning unexpectedly from her liked him very much Indeed. I liked
visit. The young lady perceives his state him very, very much.
1 liked him
of mind, with which she is not entirely
unfamiliar, and kindly invites him to her very—”
home, unaware of the tragedy of which
“I understand," he interrupted.
she is the center.
They find that Julia’s father is out of “Don’t say it any more, Julia."
town and the house shut up. a fact which
“No; you don't understand. At first
Noble might have revealed had he been
capable of consecutive though* on any
I liked him very much—in fact I still
subject.
do, of course—I'in sure he's one of the
Noble Dill's disjointed reproaches move
Julia only to amazement, until that gen best and most attractive young men In
tleman produces the fatal Oriole. Her the world. I think lie's a man any girl
first feeling, of course, is one of indigna
tion, but she restores Noble’s reason by ought to be happy with, if he were
the declaration that the statement is in only to be considered by himself.
1
correct. She is not engaged, and at
Noble’s urgent pleading promises that don't deny that I liked him very much
happy youth SHE NEVER WILL BE.
Indeed, and I don't deny that for sev
Brought to the bar of judgment. Flor
ence is forced to admit her responsibility eral days after he—after he proposed
for the “news” in the Oriole and pun to me—I don’t deny I thought some
ishment is immediate and drastic. She
lias her revenge, however, through the thing serious might possibly come of
medium of Wallie Torbin. though that it.
But at that time, Noble, I hadn’t—
young gentleuton also meets with a de
gree of retriqhtion. Publication of the hadn’t really thought of what It meant
Orio’e is abrtptly descontinued. a fact to give up living here at home, with all
which disturbs the two partners less
than their family supposes, sir.c? Flor the family and everything—and friends
ence's brief rule had been tyrannical and —friends like you, Noble.
I hadn’t
the memory of their humiliation painful
thought what it would mean to me to
give all this up. And besides, there
(Continued)
was something very Important. At the
time I wrote that letter mentioning
“No, I don’t. I don’t feel reproach
poor Mr. Crum to the family, Noble, I
ful, Julia. I don’t know what I feel,
hadn’t—I hadn’t—”
She paused, In
but I don’t fed reproachful.”
some distress. “I hadn’t—”
She smiled faintly.
“Don’t you?
“You hadn’t what?” he cried.
Well, there’s something perhaps you do
“I hadn't met his mother I”
feel and that’s hungry. Will you stay
Noble le.'iped to his feet. “Julia!
to dinner with me—if I go and get You aren't—you aren’t engaged?”
it?”
“I am not," she answered decisively.
“What?”
“If I ever was, in the slightest, I cer
“You can have dinner with me—If
tainly am not now.”
you went to?—and stay till ten o’clock
Poor Noble was transfigured. He
—if you want to? Walt I” she said,
and jumped uj) pud ran out of the
A. C. MOORE
jroont
I She came hark and called softly to
PIANO TUNER
fcim from tfry doorway* half an hour

SYNOPSIS.

Witt tte Mtltt NMll

ourier-

sank back upon the hammock. There
was no doubt about It. A thief had
discovered her helplessness, and had
also located the thick roll of hills
A Fright and an Awakening.
in her ting. Stealthily, yet ynmlstnknhlv, came the sound of some one
By AGNES G. BROGAN.
moving up the rough stair. She could
distinctly hear the muffled breathing,
(Copyright, 1821, W. N. U.)
the pauses made as If to listen.
Cynthia sat In a hammock upon Ihe
Who is there?" she cried, her voice
Silence answered. Then,
ipper balcony of the little cottage, and shaking.
twung her heels like a carefree school presently, on again came the shuffling
girl. For, though school days had long across the boards, nearer, nearer. If
teen left behind, the invigorating there were only a glimmer of light,
freeze coming sweet and fresh across thnt she might find a way to escape.
the lake, the chirping of birds In the To wait In the darkness was unbear
“vergreens overhead brought back, able.
From the amphitheater came the
tvlth an old sense of joyous freedom, va
cations spent long since in this same song of a hundred singers. What use
to call for help if help were needed?
great Assembly.
A heavy body brushed the screenAbove, the trees arched close like
the roof of some green cathedral, door nt her very side. Desperately
while beneath them scattered little Cynthia arose and groped along the
winding streets of gayly painted railing. At the front wns a pillar, a
round, veranda pillar. If she could
houses.
In the distance was the big hotel, find this, clasp her arms about It and
and there. In the very center of the slldp to the ground. She would try.
rounds, stretched the amphitheater. An Instant she stood dangerously sus
It was here In the old days that Cyn pended upon the narrow outer ledge.
thia had sung In the children's choir, One high-heeled white slipper felt its
here now that she hoped to hear far- way. then Cynthia slipped safely and
famed speakers, brought to bestow breathlessly to the ground.
Swift ns her own descent the lights
their eloquence upon the favored mem
flared on again, and she found her
bers of the Assembly.
Cynthia’s ndmiratlon for a man who self staring wide-eyed and startled
had achieved wns something akin to Into the bewildered fare of a man
awe. As president of the Home Lit crouched upon the lower step.
“By Jove!” muttered the tnan.
erary club she hoped to obtain a per
“Y’ou—you coward!" burst out Cyn
sonal interview with the coming great
speaker and noted divine, whose bril thia.
Whether It wns the suddenness of
liant articles had caused widespread
comment, not only In her own country, her downward flight or the unexpect
ed proximity of the burglar which
but in those across the seas.
Her friend and hostess of the cot changed Cynthia’s fright to Indtgnatage had arranged to make the meet tlon. she could not tell, hut she
ing possible. And what a triumph stamped her white shoe on the ground
would be her report lo the club. Cyn and faced the shrinking young tnnn.
thia's eyes shone In proud anticipation. “You knew I wns here alone and un
She would write out her own questions, protected." she accused, “and so yon
to the great man and memorize them, thought—”
Where Is Mrs. Miller?” the tnnn
that there might be no mistake In their
brusquely Interrupted.
construction.
Cynthia stood speechless at the
In order to accomplish this thought
fully. Cynthia took a long walk through coolness of the question. It was evi
the wood. When she returned, Grace, dent thnt her ruse as to a companion
had deceived him. Perhaps It would
her hostess, greeted her jubilantly.
“Such luckI" she exclaimed. "Dr. be wise to still carry It on.
"Because." the man continued,
Raymond Randall, the speaker. Is to
be entertained at Miller’s, next door. quietly. “If Mrs. Miller is Inside. I
You will have a fine chance to meet would like to speak to her. She may
be able to explain the eccentricities
him.”
Diffidently, Cynthia glanced over her of this religious Assembly: where a
shoulder at the red bungalow on the man Is left suddenly in the middle of
darkened wood, to hit his head
left.
“Silly!” her friend mocked her, “the against every tree that he passes en
reverend gentleman does not arrive route to the home in which he Is as
until tomorrow, and I believe you are signed to be entertained; and where,
trembling now at the mere thought of frotn out the darkness, a voice mys
teriously speaking Mrs. Miller's name.
facing him.”
“It’s not that, exactly,” Cynthia de Ieadi\ him to this abode. When he
nied. "but one feels that one must be congratulates himself upon locating
so proper In every respect before such with difficulty the front step, a flying
a Personage. Would you—would you female figure descends upon him. in
wear your gray frock If you were me. a glare of sudden light, from above."
The young man mopped his brow.
as something quiet anu suitable In
I’ve been over a good bit of the
taste?”
“He will probably not know wheth earth,” he said. “India—the jungle—
er your frock is gray or red." Grace but for real excitement this night
assured her; “the man’s head Is so full beats It all."
In growing trepidation, Cynthia
of ethics and ‘lstas.’ ”
So that evening Cynthia decided to sank limply down upon the step nt
remain at home alone, while the oth the Intruder’s side. One drawled sen
ers attended the lecture. She wished tence lingered In her mind. At Mrs.
to rest after her journey, and to pre Miller’s house, lie had said, he wns
pare herself for the treat of the next "assigned to be entertained.”
The man's nppenrnnee tinder sone
night to come.
'
Grace pointed out to her the lighting Inspection wns decidedly not that of
button beneath the stair In the lower a burglar. Mocking the shocked grav
ity of his face. Ills dark eyes twinkled
hall as they departed.
“When It grows dark," she cau humorously.
Who—are you?” faltered Cynthia.
tioned, “press the button to light the
My name.” hp replied, "is Raymond
upper hall before you ascend. We
will leave the veranda and garden Randa'I. My mission here to dilate
upon a present remedy for the Ills of
lights going."
the universe in general.”
It was truly a pretty sight, the lit
Across Cynthia's mentality (lashed
tie electric bulbs gleaming here and
a memory of a certain perfectly pre
there among the trees, making the
pared speech of introduction: also, of
grounds as bright as day. Far out by
one gray demure dress suitable for
the lake the hotel windows gleamed
the occasion.
ns with a hundred eyes, and she could
The noted Dr. Randall?” she
glimpse
the
gay
colors
of
the
throng
The Taunter Screamed in Astonishgasped.
In the amphitheater.
ment.
He leaned hack and smiled at her
One by one cottage doors were awestruck face.
state. The taunter screamed in aston locked, ns at the toll of the bell their
“Why, I don’t know,” he remarked.
ishment. and after looking vainly for Inmates hurried off to meeting.
“A few moments ago you addressed
an assailant, began necessarily to re
It came upon Cynthia presently me as coward—”
move his collar, as Noble went on his that in the vast, lighted stillness she
Then Cynthia In quick compunction
way.
was a creature alone. Alone in her told the story of her evenlhg; creak
How blindly we walk our ways! As tree-vaulted cathedral, the wash of Ingly the screen door opened behind
Noble flourished down the street there the waves came to her rhythmically the two as. they sat, and a great bull
appeared a wan face at a prison win distantly. It was rather eerie. She dog lounged out upon the veranda,
dow and the large eyes looked out laughed softly at the strangeness of shuffling as he came and breathing
upon him wistfully. But Noble went the situation. She would go to the heavily.
on, as unwitting that he had to do upper veranda and read, shp decided,
“The dog from next door I" cried
with this prison as he was that he some thrilling magazine tale that the girl.
had to do with Master Torbln’s to would put from her mind for the time
“Your burglar,” said the man.
empty locked houses and queer rustling
mato.
Far away the singing ceased; home
sounds
in
the
grass.
The face at the window was not like
ward to other verandas came the As
She found the designated button sembly throng.
Charlotte Corday’s, nor was the win
dow barred, though the prisoner knew and pressed it, so that tfrhen she came
Upon the lower step, talking low,
solace in wondering if she did not sug to the top of the stairs the hall was still sat Cynthia and her companion.
gest that famous picture. For all pur lighted to receive her. She left It so Twice Grace and Mrs. Miller endeav
poses. except during school hours, the and went out to her favorite seat In ored to make their presence known.
room was certainly a cell; and the the hammock. The tale was most
“I am glad you had company." said
term of imprisonment was set at three absorbing; In Its perusal she forgot Grace. “We were worried about you
days.
Florence had Anally been the Assembly, the absent friends, the when the electricity failed. Only the
obliged to face questions awaiting very balcony upon which she was sit hotel and amphitheater are provided
her: and It would have been better ting.
with gas. Cynthia, may 1 meet your
Enthralled, she bent lower over the friend?"
for her had she used less Imagination
book and then—Cynthia stretched
in answering them.
Cynthia glanced up absently; the
Yet she was not wholly depressed forth her hands; a deep, Impenetrable young man's manner as be arose was
as her eyes followed the disappearing darkness enveloped her, darkness also preoccupied.
“Certainly,” answered the girl. "Dr.
figure of Noble Dill from over the around about, darkness as she strained
fence of the yard whence she had her eyes above. As realization came Randall, Mrs. Miller, Miss Bowen.'
ventured for a better view of Noble, slowly, her heart resumed Its normal 1 “I am sorry not to have been here
’beating. Of course, It was the elec to welcome you. Dr. Randall," said
•.hereby risking a heavier sentence.
trlcit.v which had failed; in a mo Mrs. Miller. "We were not expecting
Noble passed from her sight, hut
ment It would he on again,
you until tomorrow evening.”
severtheless continued his radiant
But far away twinkled the lights of
Cynthia smilad. "I welcomed him,'
progress down Julia's street. Life
the hotel, and the amphitheater wa
she said.
stretched before him, serene, ineffably
still brilliant.
Cynthia remembered
fragrant, unending. He saw it as a
uncomfortably the large sum of money
flower-strewn sequence of calls on
On the Free List
which she had been chided for bring
Julia, walks with Julia, talks with
“Beg pardon, sir,” said ihe door
ing and which still remained In the
Julia by the library fire. Old Mr.
satchel in her room. Was it possible man at the exclusive club. “Haven’t
Atwater was to be away four days that some one had learned of her you made a mistake?”
longer, and Julia, that great-hearted carelessness? If go, great was his
“I reckon not,” replied Farmer Giles.
bride-not-to-be had given him her opportunity.
“The sign on the door says ‘No ad
promise and sacred word.
The lighting button, she remera mission,’ and If there's no admission
Blushing, Indeed divinely, she had bered, could only be manipulated In It’s free, ain't It?”—London Ideas.
promised him, upon her sacred word, the lower hall, and even if she mlglil
never, so long as she lived, to be en feel her way across this upper bal
gaged to anybody at all.
cony, had she the courage to go alone
(THE END.)
down the dark boxed-tn stairs? She
would make a pretense of having
companion; if the thief were In hid
The Local
USE
Ing, that might Intimidate him. She
ACCO ASPIRIN
would see.
Merchant Who
“Mrs. Miller,” she called loudly,
TABLETS
She recalled that Grace had so called
Fails to Advertise
her neighbor.
“Mrs. Miller, what
For Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Head
shall we do about It?” and almost as
ache, Earache, etc. At all druggists.
Is Losing
Cynthia spoke, the lights blazed on.
121-tf
For one long moment she stood
white-faced and alone In the glare,
Many Sales
Every issue of The Courler-Oaaette
carries the home news of Knox county then as suddenly was again left In
to every State In the Union and to darkness.
Her knees failed her now, a_s she
many, foreign landg, __ ____ _______

In the Dark

WITH
THE
FUNNY
MEN

Professional & Business Carn
Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
Osteopathic Physician
» SCHOOL STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Hun 8:00 A. M. to 4:00 P. M.
Ev«ain,i by Aiioiitmat
Tilaihoii 323.
I-V

Ora. T. L. & Ruth McBeath
Osteopathic Physicians
St UNION STREET, ROCKLAND, MAUI
HOURS: 8:00 A M. TO 4:8G P. M.
EVENINGS A SUNDAYS GY APPOINTMENT
TELEPHONE 138
1-lf

Encouraging Silence.
"Sam Jobbles promised he would let
DAVIS & STURM
me hear from him after he reached
Washington,” remarked Squtre With
Chiropractor*
erbee.
Palmar School Graduates
“Well, has he written or tele
t00 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND. MAIN!
phoned?”
Hours: 2 to 5 P. M Dally;
“No, and I’m beginning to think Sam 8.30 to 1.30 Monday. Wednesday and Saturday
either found a cheap place to board
TELEPHONE CONNECTION
IM-tf
and hasn't run out of money yet, or
he got th’ Job he went after.”
DR. C. D. NORTH
Baffling.
Doctor White—I’m up against It.
I've a patient suffering from aches
and pains, and I don’t know what Is
causing the trouble.
Doctor Black—Had his teeth exam
ined?
Doctor White—That’s the point. I
had all his teeth taken out two years
ago, but what are you to do when a
man has quite run out of teeth?”

Physician and X Ray Operato<

Only Financial Pain.
“An eminent medical authority says
the heart does not feel pain.”
“I didn’t know that before,” said the
thoughtful citizen. “Poets, novelists
anti playwrights had misled me. But
I never did believe there was any kind
of pain that could be alleviated by the
•heart balm' awarded in a breach-of
promise suit”

THE SILSBY HOSPITAL

OFFICE. IS Bulk strati ROCKLANS
OFFlOe HOURS: Uattl tea.
IM to 8:80 aaO
to 8:88 R. a.
TELEPHONE 718
88-«

litt

E. W. HODGKINS, M. fit.
OMw. viral BLOCK. THOMAGTOG

Mean: I to lul 7 to I
sstll 8 A M.u4 by Afttoabral
TELEPHONES: RiiMmm. 4IH| OttM, l«L
8>-tf_____________
. ~ .
OMm

imMum

C. B. 8IL8BY. SurgMM I*.

a

X-RAY Operator
ismmek street. locnjurt

TELEPHONE 1tt

DR. J. C. HILL
Rmid.no. and Office, 266 Main *8»ee3

Offiee Houret
Rockland, Me*
No Wall Flower.
"She's an Intellectual young wom 10 to 11 A. M.| 1 to 2 P. M.| * to • Pi M.
an.
IM-tf
"Decidedly.”
"And yet I understand she’s popu
B. H. KELLER, M. D.
lar. How do you account for that?”
“When she goes to dance she checks 76 MAIN 8TREET, THOMASTON
her brains, figuratively speaking, at Ofltt Hwira—Ustil 8 a. a.; I to I; 7 to 8 8. «.
the door."
TtlspPont 141-8
•

Driven to IL
“But you told me you couldn't afford
to buy a motorcar.
“I couldn’t," replied the timorous cit
izen. “Something happened to me that
made me desperate."
“What was It?"
“A motorist who nearly ran over me
shouted: T'fr "et you next time.’ ”

8-tt

H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D*
Diseases of the Eye;.
Refractions, Etc.
487 MAIN STREET
Hurt: 8 to It A M.; I to I F.B.
NmMppm. 21 Fiilto. Strait TH 883-I

OMw

W.

TiIiiPmi 483-

DR. F. S. POWERS
Dentist
ORTHODONTIA dtralpptulaa Into)
GRADUATE HARVARD DENTAL COLLEGE
288 MAIN 8TREET, ROCKLAH"
Siur Block............ Foot of Park Mnto
lAc. Horrt: 8 to 12: I to S. TEL.
L M8-M.

'»

EMERY B. HOWARD, D.D.S.
|

DENTIST

407 Main St., Rockland, Me.
NO NEED TO ECONOMIZE
Wifey—John, do
you
spell
"graphic” with one “f” or two?
Hubby—Well, my dear, you may
as well use two If you are going to
use any.

Wise Guy.
"The itlent man's no fool,” said Penn.
"He knows what he’s about;
He thinks mistakes like other men
But doesn’t blurt them out."

True Blue.
Ethel (telling experience at fortune
teller’s)—“She was just telling me
about some gentlemen in blue whom
I would meet—
Maybelle—Well, did you meet them?
Ethel—I certainly did, for just then
the coppers broke In.
Ground for Suspicion.
“I'm afraid that bank messenger we
hired last week is crooked.”
“You should not Judge by appear
ances.”
“I am judging by disappearance In
this case.”
Reply Discourteous.
The discussion of the two friends
had become heated.
“But any Idiot enn see that,” re
marked one of them.
“That's where you have the advan
tage of me,” was the other’s rejoinder.
Translated Into Prose.
Hlck3—I must say I don't approve of
half of those new woman activities.
Every man wants to keep his wife
close to the fireside.
Mrs. Hicks (firmly)—You mean, the
cook stove.

jOHNSTON’SDRUGSTOKL
COMPLETE DRUG AMOXS$
_
LINE. SPECIAL AtTENl__
PRESCRIPTIONS. KODAKS,
A KB. __
OEVEL0PING. PRINTING ANS EMLARGING.

170 Main St. Rockland, Ma.
W. A

JOHNSTON. REG. PwO.

GEORGE W. FOSTER
Dealer in Piano*
Fine Tuning
75 Cedar Street. Tel. 572-M

FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorney at Law ’
SPECIALTY: PROBATE PRACTIOt
4SI MAIN STREET : : ROCKLAND. ME.
•toekeiM—OMm. 4S4. Heme. 8M-W. ,88-tt

L. R. CAMPBELL
Attorney at Law
lrl,
feMlal AttoRtloa to Probate Mattova
171 MAIN STREET i : : ROCKLAMB. MR

EDWARD K. GOULD

Attorney at Law
CORNER TILLSON AVE. aed HAW GTMG

ARTHUR L. ORNE
Insurance
to A A Entile A 0a.
<17 MAIN STREET : I I GOGKLANB. MAWB

'Tr
Spent It Fitly.
“Thnt money you laid aside for n
rainy day, did you use It In the way
you Intended?"
"Not exactly, but I did not spend
It altogether Inappropriately—I bought
watered stock with It."

Nothing Much.
"What's In your traveling bag?"
asked the customs officer of the de
mure damsel.
“Oh, nothing,” said the maid, “Just
some week-end wearing apparel.”

Ideal Match.
Fdlth—So you consider it an ideal
match.
Ethel—Yes; he hng money and she
knows how to spend It.

In the Vernacular.
"I'm tired of seeing that girl.”
"Some say she's sweet enough to
eat.’
"I'm fed up with her.”

DR. T. E. TIBBETTS
Dentist
Cornr Mela ane Wlitor Btmto.

Banish Catarrh, Bad Breath.
It's the simplest thing in the world
to use Hyomei and end catarrh, i
Breathe the medication through the
little Inhaler in every outfit and you
will get relief at once. Money back if j
it fails. All Druggists.—adv.

PRINTED BUTTER
PAPER PRICES
IEGULATION PIZE WITH NAM*
AND ADLiltESS OF MAKER AND
NET WEIGHT, IN AGGORDaNCS
WITH FEDERAL LAW.

$4.50 per 1000 Sheets
For Pound size
Postage 15 oents addlttosal

$2.75 per 500 Sheets
Postage 10 oents additional
For each additional 1000 sheets ord
ered at same time, add to the prloe
of first 1000, $4.00 and 16 cents post
age for e«ch 1000.

$4.00 per 1000 Sheets
For Half Pound elza
Poetage 10 cents additloasJ

$2.50 per 500 Sheets
Postage 10 cents additloaal
For each additional 1000 sheet* ord
ered at same time, add to the prlo»
of first 1000, $3.50 and 10 oents post
age for each 1000.

THE
COURIER.
GAZETTE.

Rockland Maine

THE GRADE PUPILS

CAMDEN

Held Exercises In Commemo
ration of Armistice Day—
Other Interesting Doings.

The Joel Keys Grant Circle will hold
its regular fortnight meeting Friday
ight of this week. Members are re
minded to be present in the afternoon
as there will be quilts to knot.
Mr. and Mrs. GeciJd Dalzell, who
have been boarding with Mrs. F. H.
Wilbur since returning from their
honeymoon are keeping house on
Cross street.
The annual meeting of the Camden
Library Book Fund Association will be
held at the home of Mrs. T Jenness
French Tuesday evening. Members
will kindly take notice and be present
with their dues or pay the same to
Miss Bertha Classon.
Megunticook Grange fair will be
held next Saturday afternoon, Nov.
19. Baked bean supper from 5 to 7.
There will be a dance in the evening
with good music.
Word was received last week of the
death of Mrs. Mary E. Day, in Seattle.
Wash., Nov 5. Mrs. Day was born in
Camden nearly 95 • years ago, the
daughter of James and Jane (Chase)
Burd, being a sister of the late Rob
ert, George and Charles Burd and of
the late Mrs. Frances Adams and Mrs.
Sarah Haskell. Although of the oldest
of this family of six and. in spite of a
crippled condition, caused by a fall in
early womanhood she survived them
all, being ill at the last but one week.
After the death of her aged mother,
her husband having died many years
previous she made her home with her
daughter in Seattle. She was a wo
man of strong character and firm
principles. Her friendships were true
and lasting and almost to the last she
kept up correspondence with old Camben friends. She leaves to cherish her
memory one grandchild, Mrs. TomWynn-Saul, two great grandchildren
and one son-in-law Capt. E. T. Bucklin
all of Seattle. In Camden and Massa
chusetts she also leaves nieces and
nephews. By her request the remains
were cremated and the ashes buried in
Seattle beside those of her daughter.

Helen Coltart is Grade
marshal.

• • • e

new

8li's

«

The Reds were the winners in the
monthly spelling contest of Grade 3,
Tyler School.
• * • •
The morning exercises in Grade SB
are conducted by the pupils. Tuesday
morning Anna Richardson had charge.
• • • •
The children in the first grade at
McLain are very much pleased with
the new pencil sharpener which was
given to them by Ruth Leach.
• * • •
The Arithmetic race between the
"Blues” and the "Reds." o', the fifth
grade. Tyler Building, ended Thursday
with the score of the "Reds” 8700 and
the “Blues” 9060.
• • • •
Grades 2 and 3. McLain, are enjoy
ing their new spelling game, and feel
pretty certain that before this term is
over Mother and Father will need fi
new method to fool them.
• • • •
These pupils of Grade 4 Tyler Build
ing have had perfect spelling papers
fot a month: Dorothy Councc. Robert
Gregory, Frederick Hall. Charlie Rog
ers. and Evelyn Wentworth.

» , » •

Grades 2 and 3, McLain, are very
happy to welcome Dorothy Lindbert,
Cyrus Pinkham, and Marguerite Tib
betts back to school after a long ab
sence, caused by whooping cough.
• • • •
Norman Waldron has been chosen
captain of Grade 8A’s debating team
in the coming debate with Grade 8B.
He will have the assistance of Arthur
Orne, Charles Coughlin, Roland Rack
liff. Oliver Rollins, Katherine Vcazie,
Nellie Snow, and Wilbur Frohock.
• • • •
The teacher and pupils of Grades 2
and 3 are enjoying very much the
poster of “Dutch Life" that Herbert
Hapworth made and presented to the
class. It is making their study of
Holland very interesting and all thank
Herbert for his thoughtful work.
• • • •
Dick Knowlton, Henry Benson, Ber
tha Knight, Madeline Colley, Wilber
Connon, Lucy French and Graham
Hills got the most perfect papers in
Arithmetic the past two weeks for
Grade 2, and Mary Lawrence, Dorothy
Aylward and Antoinette LaChance for
Grade 3.
• • • •
The pupils of the Tyler Building
were shocked and saddened by the
death of Fred Ward, member of the
Fifth Grade, from which he has not
been absent this year. He will be
greatly missed by his teacher and
members of the class and they extend
their heartiest sympathy to his father,
mother, younger brother. Carl, and
their classmate, Donald.
• • • •
The pupils of fifth grade, Tyler, will
give a Thanksgiving play Wednesday,
Nov. 23. The characters are: A Puri
tan mother, Victoria Curry; her five
children: Ruth, Blanche Carr; Sarah,
Sarah Clayton; Betsy, Lois Libby;
Jane, Sybil Jones; Priscilla, Mar
guerite Foster; Faith, Minnie Hadley
(a little Quaker girl). Gretchen, Viv
ian Hall (a little Dutch girl).

ANYWHERE—ANYTIME
The Aluminum lightness of the Apex Elec
tric Suction Cleaner insures housewide rid
dance of dust and dirt. Is there a cleaning duty
upstairs or down? This ten pound servant is
easily carried to the scene and the home fur
nishing instantly refreshed.
Several distinctive features contribute to
Apex popularity. Its exclusive inclined noz
zle searches into hidden places—under radia
tors and immovable objects—it cleans right
up to the base-board.
Its double nozzle converts simple air into a
concentrated and solitary cleaning force that
dislodges and absorbs dust and dirt that lie
within its path. With the special Apex at
tachments this hungry suction can be applied
anywhere—at any time.

Pay Us Only $5.00 Down

And Have Your Apex For Christmas
Let this Christmas unfold new joys of living
for you and yours. Enjoy the lifetime of bene
fits and satisfaction that accompanies the Apex
way of dustless cleaning.

CENTRAL MAINE POWER CO.
At any of our 32 stores

ELECTRIC CLEANER SUCTION
EMPIRE THEATRE
Tom Mix has probably had more
varied experience on the range than
any other man working before the
camera. Many of these experiences he
incorporates in stunts upon the screen
In his latest Fox picture, however—
“After Your Own Heart,” which will
be shown Friday and Saturday Mix
does some things which not even he
ever did while a ranchman. He uses
autos and airplanes as a pant of the
ranch equipment. The story, is de
clared to be a real Mix thriller.—adv.

MARTINSVILLE
Miss Sarah Johnson and Ed. Chaples
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Freeman.

table brand coftee
-has satisfied
hi s fifed p
particular New
nousewififes for many years

The following program in honor of
Armistice Day was given by Grade
SC Thursday afternoon: Flag Salute
"Star Spangled Banner;" reading,
Bessie Brown, "Armistice Day;" sing
ing. "Marseillaise;” reading, “Gov
ernor Baxter’s Proclamation," Shirley
Povich; talk, “The Disarmament Con
ference;" exercise, *Your Flag and
My Flag,” Frederica Sylvester, Thel
ma Titus and Winifred Doherty; talks
"The Christ of the Andes,” Hartford
Foster, and "Thi Peace Portal," Frank
Thompson; “Battle Hymn of the Re
public,” school; recitation, "Children
of One Father," Jessie York; remarks
by Supt. "Hull and Miss Lena Clevc
land; dinging, "America the Beauti
ful,” School.

■*

EXPRES
SION on the faces of your
family as they are gathered
around the breakfast table.
Are they getting real coffee
satisfaction? , Our TABLE
BRAND COFFEE has satis
fied for many years. It has

TABLE
BRAND

an unequalled flavor which
smacks of richness. Sold by

3 grocer in your neighbor
hood.

» « • •

Armistice Day was observed at the
Purchase street schools Thursday aft
ernoon. Each teacher gave a short
talk to her pupils on the significance
of the day, after which all the grades
assembled in Grade 6 room, where this
program was carried out: Victrola
selection, "Flanders Field;” song,
"America the Beautiful,” Grade
recitation, "The New Type of Patriot,’
Grade 1; recitation, “There Are Many
Flags,” Grade 2; recitation, "Soldier
Boy," Grade 2; recitation, "Tne Flag.'
Angus McInnis, Grade 3; song, "Christ
In Flanders;” reettatiffn, "The Flag
Goes By,” group of eight pupils, Grade
4; Lincoln's Gettysburg Address,
Elizabeth Kirkpatrick, Grade 6; song,
“Tenting Tonight:” song, "Battle
Hymn of the Republic;" recitation
"Armistice Day of 1918-1921,” John
McInnis, Grade 6; flag song. Grade 6
flag salute, schools; Elizabeth Duncan
was accompanist.
• • • •
In Miss Thorndike's room Grade 7A
on Monday afternoon, captains and
first lieutenants were chosen by the
class for a history contest to last
throughout the year. The contest will
be divided Into three matches, one at
the end of each of the three terms,
fall, winter and spring. It will cover
the history taken up in three periods
of time. The reward is the choice of
a place and all the arrangements for
a final picnic in June and is to be giv
en to the side that wins two matches
out of the three. The captain and
first Ueutenaht of one team are Evelyn

Mrs. Ellen Barnes has returned
from a visit to her daughter and nieces
in Rockport.
W. F. Packard and son Cloyd are
to make their home for the winter with
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Hardy. Mr.
Packard will assist at the canning fac
tory which has started canning winter
apples.
*
The school at the Corner closed
Thursday night in ^observance of Ar
mistice Day. Miss Sprowl, the teach
er, went to her home in Searsmont.
There was another whist party in
True’s Hal' last Saturday evening with
refreshments and a good time.
Mrs. May Roy has moved to the
Corner for the winter.

CRIEHAVEN

Perry and A. Levensaier; of the oth
er, Mary Johnston and Peter Pellicane.
Both captains choose their sides for
the year and both captains and lieu
tenants must see throughout the year
that the boys and girls on their sides
• • e •
are doing all they can for them. The
On account of the Friday holiday egular history lesson takes place Fri
each of the rooms in McLain Build day afternoon at 2.30. Leader, I'rcning held Armistice Day exercises on cis Orne. Visitors welcome.
Thursday. In Grade 8A the Civics
Class took a look into the future,
when they should be doing things in
Prize posters in Grade 8A were
Rockland, and planned what seemed to
them a gpod program for the day. awarded by the judge. Miss Lena
Some of the suggestions given were Cleveland, to the following pupils:
original and well w’orth a place on a Gold ribbon poster, Charles Coughlin;
program. Along with this work was blue ribbon. Walter Richardson; red
carried on the topic, “What Armis ribbon, Roland Rackliff; honorable
tice Day Should Mean to Us.” All mention, Clifton Cross, Martha Wasfelt that the half hour spent in this gatt, Donald Thomas, Dorothy Jud
kins, Vera Studley, Louise Anderson,
way was very much worth while.
and Roland Rackliff.
• • • •
Outdoor assemblies have been dis
continued at the McLain School on
account of the inclement weather
Grades 3 and 4 which were to have
given the last program joined with
Grade 8A in morning exercises, Wed
nesday, and presented the program
there. The following order of exer
cises was given: Lord's "Prayer, 23rd
England
Psalm, poem, “AH Things Bright and
Beautiful,” Grades 3 and 4; recitation
“The Message to our Flag," Grade 3
recitation, "Little Foes,” Albert Mc
Carty and Clifford Ladd; Salute to
WATCH THE
Flag; America.

•e • •

HOPE

“Excellent opportunity for a few
high-grade salesmen io cover Nczv
England territory.’’

OUR BOSTON
TEA-PARTY TEA
was used in your
grandmother’s day.
Have you tried it?
It’s
a
TABLE
BRAND product.

THE CAREFUL

HOUSEKEEPER
always keeps a can of our varnish,
stain and enamel on hand to keep
her home and furniture in first class
condition.
When anything gets
scratched or becomes dull she has
the means of making things all
right again without trouble Let
us tell you what sort isl best for
what you need right now.

W; H. GLOVER CO.

Mrs. W. T. Barter and Mrs. R. H
Wilson visited in Rockland last week.
Mrs. C. S. Hupper and sons Leslie
and Vernon who have been visiting
relatives and friends in Tenant’s Har
bor and Port Clyde, have returned
home.
Lobsters have dropped to 14 cents
per pound. Too bad, some of the
people, who live on the mainland, and
think we have so much money
couldn’t live here this winter, and
catch these vaulable shell fish.
’ The primary class of the Sunday
School keeps up its regular attendance
in spite of rainy weather.
The Christmas Club meets this week
with Mrs. F. B. Erickson, and the Book
and Thimble Club will hold their
meeting with Mrs. Rhodes who is
soon to leave us for the winter.
The Conqueror was here Sunday and
bought carred lobsters from all the
fishermen, and sold them sugar, veg
etables and provisions of all kinds.
A new travelling library has arrived
and books are rapidly,circulating.
Mr. Rhodes is extending the roof of
his barn. Leslie Wilson is boss car
penter.
Aside from their regular meeting the
Friendship Club had a Hallowe’en
party last month, and plans are being
made for a Thanksgiving party.
Lelan Wilson went to Rockland
for medical attendance. It was feared
that he had blood poisoning in his
hand.
Armistice Day was celebrated here
by a social In the evening in the Club
House Cue-alley, pool and dancing
were enjoyed. Dorothy Simpson, A. L,
Simpson, F. B. Erickson and Mrs.
C. S. Hupper furnished music. Cake
and coffee were served. Every one
enjoyed •themselves immensely. It was
said to be one of the best times of the
year.
Mrs. Margaret Wilson and son Fran
cis spent the weekend with Mrs. Hat
ton Wilson.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Simpson and
daughter Marion went to Rockland
Friday.
The school children gave a pleasing
entertainment Friday night when
“The Dream of Mother Goose” was
presented# Miss Charlotte Simpson
was the Dreamer, who from her
dreams brought Mother Goose and all
her children, singing their melodies
as they appeared. The part of Mother
Goose was taken by Helen Anderson
Elizabeth Anderson was Miss Muffet
Nicholas Anderson took the part of
Peter, Peter, Pumpkin Eater as well as
those of Simple Simon and Johnny
Green; Scott Simpson was Tommy
Trout and also played the part of Tom
Tom the Piper’s Son. Although the
story goes that Tom stole a pig, he told
ua that his father gave to him that
cunning little pig and he only ran to
keep him from harm of other boys.
Ernest Simpson took ithe part of the
Pieman whom Simple Simon met going
to the fair. Mistress Mary quite con
trary we found was not contrary
Mrs. Wilson impersonated Mistress
Mary and her Flower Maids were
Rebecca and Louise McClure. The
Flower Maids also 'took the roles of
Baby Bunting and Little Red Riding
Hood. Oram Simpson was Little Jack
Horner. Rexford Anderson and Eve
lyn Simpson acted the song of Jack
and Jill while Cecelia Mitchell was
charming Bo-Peep and Ruth Simpson
a reformed Boy Blue. Miss King took
the part of Old Mother Hubbard
Mother Goose and her children did
not forget that it was Armistice Day
they showed their patriotism by sing
ing "The Star Spangled Banner,”
red lights were burning for the closing
tableau. Mrs. Fred Rhodes proved to
be a Queen of Hearts for she brought
tarts which she served the gaily at
tired company.
Miss Alice Tupper spent the week
end in Rockland.

Various Kinds of Spider’s Silk,
Most spiders spin more than one Itlbd
f silk. Seven kinds, In all, are roegnlzed, though no one species pro'.uees all of them.
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MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Eastern Standard Time
Trains Leave Rockland ron
ruigusta, A 57.00 a. m.. *7.30 am. »1 t"» p tn.
Bangor. A|7.00a. m.. |7.30 a m . tl 15 p m
Bath. A57.00 a. m., t7.3O a. m.. |1.15 p. m.;
A 34.30p.m.
Boston . A|7.00a. m., t7.30a. m . tl 45 p tn
Brunswick. A>7.00a. m.. t7.30 a. in.. tL45 p in
Lewiston. A57.00a.m., f7.30 a. m., tl lop. m
New York. 11.13 p. m
Poitbnd. A{7.00 a. in.. f7.30 a m . tl 45p m.
Waterville, A{7.00a. m.. +7 30a m, tl 13 p.m.
Woolwich. 57.00 a. m., t730 a. m . fl-45 p tn .
51.30 p. m.
t Daily, except Sunday
5 Sunday only.
A Passengers provide own ferriage between Wool

“He lias surely come to take Miss
Duane away from us," whispered Al
ina Boyce, as she and Virginia Tracy, wich and Hath.
D. C. DOUGLASS.
M. L. HARRIS.
her fellow-stenographer in the office 9-25-21
V. P. & Gen'l Mgr. Gen'l Passenger Agt.
of Rudd & Mowbray, stood guard
edly looking past the half-open door
of the Inner offiee of which Miss Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
Marcia Duane was In charge.
BANGOR LINE
■«
‘.‘Mr. Woodson Is certainly very
FALL SCHEDULE
T
nervous, If not agitated. Just watch
STEAMSHIP BELFAST
him, Alma.”
Leave Rockland Tuesdays, Thursdays and
The object of their curiosity was Saturdays at 8 p m., for Ronton.
Return—Leave Boston Mondays, Wednesdays
certainly restless, If nothing more.
and Fridays at 5 p m.
Everybody about the office liked
Leave Rockland Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Vincent Woodson and there was n Saturdays at 5 a m., Camden 5 45 a m, Bel
fast 7 15 a. m., Bucksport 9 a. m.. Winterport
reason for it since he was at peace 9.30 a m., due Bangor 10 a m.
Leave Bangor Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sat
with himself anil all the world, und
urdays at 2 p m, W nterport 2.45 p m.,
sought to brighten the destinies of Bucksport 3 30 p. m., Belfast 5 p m., Camden
all with whom he came in contact. 6 15 p. m , Rockland 8 p m., due Boston fol
lowing morning about 7 am.
Only a month previous Woodson had
MT. DESERT AND BLUE HILL LINES
left the service of Rudd & Mowhrav,
Bar Harbor Line—Bluehill Line
by
whom
he
had
been
employed
for
Leave
Rockland Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Copyright. 1911 by McClure Newspaper Syndicate.
Saturdays at 5 a. m. for Bar Harbor, Bluehill
over five years.
and way landings
Return—Leave Bar Ilarbor 1 p. m., Bluehill
“The wonder of ItI" a friend had
12.30 p. m., Tuesdays, Thursdays and Satur
said, “Woodson Is tlie kind of man days
for Rockland and way landings
• By Elmo
who sticks to a position even if it
At Boston connection is made with the Met
Scott
ropolitan
express freight steamers for
is not the most lucrative in the world. New York Line
via the Cape Cod Canal.
Watson
I guess tlie oracle, though."
F. S. SHERMAN, Supt
R S. SHERMAN, Agt.
Rockland
Rockland
“What is that?" was inquired.
©, Western Newspaper Union.
“Miss Duane. He has been asking
Vinalhaven and Rockland
THE LONG SHOT MADE BY BILLY her to marry him for the past two
years and could never bring her to
DIXON
Steamboat Co.
the point of acquiescence. The fact
Is,
while
not
ambitious
at
thirty,
Miss
“The old Sharps rifle ended the
The direct route between
North American buffalo,” once wrote Duane looks at the practical side of ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN,
STONINGTON.
ISLE AU HAUT AND
Theodore Roosevelt, the chronicler of life, and I am told has insisted that
SWAN’S ISLAND
the winning of the West, and he Woodson have a home for her and all
might have added that this famous paid for before she will consent to
Winter Arrangement
gun helped write “Finis" to the story give up a surety—earning her own
(Subject to change without notioe)
of the Indian with a few periods of living."1
IN EFFECT 1.30 P. M. MONDAY. OCT. 3I8T.
1921
lead.
“And that is why Woodson has
Leaves Swa.i’s Island daily except Sundays
One of the most remarkable shofs changed his position, in the hopes of
at 5.30 A. M. for Stonington, North Haven,
ever made with tills rifle toon place earning a better salary?"
Vinalhaven and Rockland.
at the Adobe Walls fight in the Texas
"That only, for he misses being in
Returning le.ncs Rockland at 1 30 P M., for
Vinalhaven, Mirth Hcv<n, Stonington, and
Panhandle in 1874, when a war party her>company every day.”
Swan's Island.
of Kiowas, Conianches and Cheyennes
All this was true, and now after a
W 8 WHITE.
General Manager
tried to wipe out a little group of buf brief lapse of time early one morn
falo hunters who had their headquar ing before the office had settled down
STEAMER CASTINE
ters there. The shot was fired by to duties for the Cay Woodson had >
will resume Winter Service on the
Billy Dixon, known to the Indians as appeared, groomed as if for a ban Camden, West Islcsboro and Belfast
“Hasta—Long Hair."
quet and looking exceedingly pros
line
After three charges against the perous. He was truly nervous, for his
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 1
stockade had failed to overwhelm the fate would depend upon what Miss and will run as follows, wind and
weather permitting:
buffalo hunters, the Indians settled 5>iinne might say upon this, Ihe most
Leave Camden at 8 o’clock a. m. or on
down to starve them out. During the auspicious occasion of his life. For arrival
of electric car from Rockland. Leave
siege “Bat” Masterson, one of the lie had come with a purpose. She West Isloshoro at 9 10 a. m , arriving Belfast
10 a. in
hunters, noticed a group of Indians must at once decide to become his 10 Returning
—Leave Belfast 1 30 p m for
gathered on a hill nearly three-quar wife, or he would abandon the dream above landings, arriving Camden at 3.45 p m.
Thia boat makes connection at Belfast with
ters of a mile away. They could be of the years, and sink into disap noon
train for Bangor, also with Steamer Goldplainly seen, and were evidently talk pointment and despair.
enrod for Castine and West Brooksville and
stage.! for Searsport and all other towns out
ing over some new plan for overcom
Miss Duane read something very side of Belfast.
ing the white men when Masterson new and animated In the honest face
Come and enjoy our warm cabins. Fare $1 23
called Dixon’s attention to the group. of the man she respected anil es to Belfast.
COOMBS BROS.. M ANAGERS.... 129tf
“Billy, It wouldn't be a bad Idea to teemed as she entered the office. It
break up that little pow-wow over lacked five minutes of time lo start
there, would it?” he said.
work. Woodson pointed to a chair
‘Don’t know whether the old Sharps and a trifle fluttered Miss Duane sunk
BY SEA
Is good for It or not, but I’ll try It,” Into it.
Two Sailings Weekly
Tuesday, and Saturdays, 3 P. M.
replied Dixon. He knew the range—
“You have something to tell me?"
approximately 1,200 yards. Fixing the she said.
Boston to Savannah
’
First Class Passenger Fares, Boston
sights of his gun to this range, the
“Yes," nodded Woodson nervously,
scout aimed carefully and tired. The
s.,.T:„k way $36.65$67.24
“and I hope It will please you. 1
white men saw the conference of the
To St. Petersburg
To Jacksonville
have fallen heir to a little estate,
One
warriors break up hastily and the sav
$42.82
Way $51.28
Marcia; I have a home to offer you
ages retreat to a safer place.
at last. Will you accept it?"
•ft?
$95.25
W
$78.33
Dixon served as a scout for General
Including meals and stateroom
His voice wus anxious and un
accommodations
Miles in the campaign against the
steady.
As
to
herself
a
slightly
War Tax d* additional
southern tribes that year, and he was
one of the, six dispatch hearers who heightened color crossed Marcia’s
mode a heroic stand in an old buffalo face and her breath came more quick
wallow against a war party of 123 ly. Woodson had extended a photo
graph of a tree and bush environed
Pier 42, Hoosac Tunnel Docks, Boston
Comnnches and Kiowas. In this fight
Amos Chapman, a fellow scout, lost cottage, humble enough, but with a
Tu Th I26tf
wealth of floral beauty surrounding
his leg. Although Dixon’s shirt front
It. A passing shade of disappoint
wns riddled with bullets, he received
Estate of Maria Hendrickson
ment was expressed in the eyes of
only one slight wound. That night
NOTICE
Marcia, hut as she regarded tlie earn
The subscriber hereby glr?s notice that oh
he volunteered to go for help and
October
18.
1921,
lift
was dulv appointed ad
est, longing face of this sincere, true
after a perilous trip lie brought back
ministrator of the estate of Marl.i H’mlrickhearted man who had waited for her son, late of Rockjfort, in the County of Knox,
a troop of cavalry and rescued his
and loved her pntiently, loyally deceased and on this date was duly qualified
comrades.
to fill said trust by giving bond as the law
through the years, she placed her directs
For nine years Dixon was a govern
All persons having demands against the es
hand in his own.
ment scout at Fort Elliott, Tex. Then
tate are desired to present the same for set
"Is It all your own?” she asked.
tlement, and all indebted thereto are required
he homesteaded a ranch In the Pan
"Yes, mine, and something better. io make payment immediately to
handle, building his log house on the
FRANK B. MILLER. Rockland, Maine.
Dare I hope?"
October 18. 1921.
Nov 3-10-17
ruins of the old Adobe Walls where
“It’s settled!” cried Alma Boyce
he had made his famous shot with the
Estate of Heien F. Stevens
gleefully.
NOTICE
old Sharps. Later lie moved to Cimar
“Yes; I guess there Is no doubt that
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
ron county, Oklahoma, and died near
October
22.
1921.
he
was duly appointed ad
we shall soon have a wedding,"
ministrator of the estate of Helen F. Stevens,
the Uttfe town of Gresham in 1914.
said Virginia with rapt anticipation. late of Thomaston, in the County of Knox, de
It was two months later when the ceased. and on this date was qualified to fill
eaid trust by giving bond as the law directs
ceremony transpired. Alma and Vir
All persons having demands against the es
ginia were Invited. Miss Duane had tate, are desired to present the same for settle
ment, and all indebted thereto are required to
given up her position. The girls make payment immediately to
EDWIN A. ANDERSON, Thomaston. Maine
were asked to accompany Woodson
October 22, 1921.
Nov. 10-17-24
nnd Marcia to their new home.
It was fifteen miles from the city
and the wedding party started out In
automobiles. They knew they were
nearing It ns the pilot machine slowed
up. It was before the cottage depict
3 Auto Trucks for moving
ed in the photograph.
“It is charming," pronounced Marand long distance hauling of
A MODEST REQUEST
cla, and yet It was more diminutive
Rabbit: Oh, Mr. Turtle, I want to
all kinds.
and modest than she would have pre
crick some nuts and I can’t find a
ferred.
We
move you anywhere in
big stone. Let me crack them on
"Oh, this Is only the gardener’s
your back, please.
New England.
You save
lodge," said Woodson with affected
Crating,
Time
and
Money.
lightness of tone, and he hastened on
to come In view of a grand mansion
H. H. STOVER CO.
In the center of the estate. “1
Tel. 219. Union St., ROCKLAND
STUCK UP
120-tf
wished to surprise you. This is our
The Domestlo
real home."
Brand: Because
"You do not mean----- ”
he’s
I "That the fortune I have Inherited
abroad,
Is a very substantial one,” answered
Turkish
Woodson. “It is all your reward for
ette won’t
All Popular Sheet
waiting for me, for loving me, for
tice me.
Music 25c
greeting the humbler sphere that I
at first presented.”
Specials, I 5c
It was a grand climax to an auspi
cious day. As to Virginia and Alma,
STUDLEY’S
they experienced one thrill of delight
MUSIC
DEPT.
after another, as they accompanied
Headquarters for
DELIGHTFUL
the happy bridal pair about the ideal
Brunswick Phonographs J
ARRANGE
home that bad become their own.
and Records
MENT
Amid the beautiful winding paths of
125-tf I
the lovely estate Marcia nnd WoodI never before
wore a coat
sou wandered hand in hand after
with a belt. It
their guests had departed.
conies in very
“Oil, Vincent! It Is like some beau
handy on
a
tiful dream." murmured Marcia.
crowded car.
“It Is our haven of joy after all the
How sot
years," replied Woodson, gratefully
The jlrta who
A Mustard and Turpentine Ointment
1 and with tenderness.
can't
reach
for Congestion, Aches, Pains and In
straps han< an
flammation. At all Druggists, Price
to sty bait!
Sorrcwhit Flimsy.
26c, to any address.
PRIEST DRUG CO., Bangor, Me.
A hoy had told his master a thump
ing -ie—a concoction so evidently false
that there was no difficulty In expos
ing its character.
A Kansas Killjoy.
“How or. earth did you come to tell
Many a man who was the life of the
WHO DOES NOT ADVERTISE me SsJch an untruth?” inquired the larl.v had his job Ihe next flay hcratise
tnaa er
lie was lifeless at his work. No Jiuin—
IS
“Well, Fir,” replied .he culprit, “Fm i,hl or young —eno keep late hoars nnd
very sorry; hut the other boys were (hi ju-tlre to his work.
Many men
In (he Standstill Class
making such a noiv that I couldn’t iMmrwr than yon have tried It unit
hear what A was
1 tailed.—Alclilauu Ulvbti.
------

Stories of
Great Scouts

FLORIDA

MOVING

Musto Turp

The Merchant

THOMASTON
Mrs. Holbrook anil daughter Fannie
arc moving Into the Ira T. Vinal tene
ment on Wadsworth street.
Hon. E. N. Wheeler of Brunswick.
Hon. Leslie I. Boynton of Jefterson,
Hon. H. F. Hargreaves of West Bux
ton and Hon. F. Morris Fish of Hal
lowell are at the Prison today on offi
cial business.
Miss Gladys Doherty counted a
dozen Pine Grosbeaks breakfasting on
her lawn this morning. They were very
tame, but an attempt to catch one
proved unsuccessful.
Mrs. Joseph Richards underwent a
surgical operation at her home on
East Main street Monday night. Dr.
Silshy performed the operation, as
sisted by Dr. E. AV. Hodgkins.
Mrs. Alice Perkins, who has been
in town for several weeks, left today
for Manchester, N. H.
Mrs. R. E. Howard of South Hope
is visiting her sister, Mrs. Scott Young.
The dance given by the C. A. C. boys
Tuesday evening was enjoyed by
about 60 couples. Next Tuesday night
will be a confetti carnival with Kelley's
orchestra.

✓
Z

1 We have the largest assortment of Kitchen Utensils for
Thanksgiving at popular prices in Knox County.
DOUBLE ROASTERS
PRESERVE KETTLES
FLOUR SIFTERS
BAKING PANS
BREAD BOXES
PIE PLATES
COLANDERS

Burglary at Boynton's
Boynton's drug store in Camden wns
broken into Tuesday night nod was
subject to a loss of $140 in cash and a
considerable quantity of cigarettes, it
is believed by the proprietors that the
invader was of tender years or else a
yegg of amazingly small proportions,
fur the window through whieh en
trance was apparently gained, is one
of very limited dimensions. This af
fair Is subsequent to a series of petty
thievery and Camden citizens are de
termined thnt they shall stop.

FIRST CLASS
SHOE AND RUBBER
REPAIRING
IODAY I repair Shoes
and Rubbers for Reasonable
Prices and TOMORROW
for nothing.
QUICK SERVICE

ARVO MAKI
GREEN

Wee will have Chickens, *" Rou"d Flou&'P*r. bar~l11 v, $7'75
,
r ti
l
1 Flavo Flour or William Tell Flour,
<jeese
:ese and
andTt
1 urkeys ror 1 hanks- per bag ......... $1.O5; barret......... $8.25
We carry Bird's Best Flour and King
giving at lowest market prices. Arthur
Flour at a very low price.
Fancy Western Corn Fed Steer Beef: Fine Granulated Sugar, 100 lbs......$6.25
Top Round Steak, lb............................ 25c with f
j10 or<Je(. we wi„ M|| w
Best Rump Steak, Io ......................35c
d, of
5c |fa
?::ebVst C°hunckS R’oa'st lb.‘ - Yoe;
»........... ........................... *

E. B. CROCKETT, 5c & 10c to $1.06. STORE
m in
THOMASTON, ME.

COAL
STOVE, EGG AND NUT, $15.50
Delivered

DUNN & ELLIOT CO.
THOMASTON, ME.

ROCKLAND HIGHLANDS
The sound of tlie hammer is now
heard in the land, for tho eoiil snap
set everybody hustling to get their
banking boards on and also storm
doors and windows.
Dr. French has examined the herd
of cattle at Mountain Valley Farm and
pronounced them in' excellent condi
tion, with no symptoms of any disease.
Edgar Dorr and family spent the
weekend with I.uke Brewster at his
h6me behind the mountain.
Wild geese mode such a racket Sun
day on their way south, that one
neighbor got in a panic thinking her
own tame ones were taking flight.
Jones and Thorndike are moving
tlieir chopping implements and other
property from tlie wood lot of Mrs
Hoyt Emery, as their time limit lias
expired.
Martha Allen plans to close her
house for the winter and will go to
Waltham next week.
Four closed
houses from the head of the street to
the top of the hill make the place
seem pretty lonesome and there is still
another which is likely to be closed
a great part of the time, as it is at
present.
1 hear from Hattie Oliver occasion
ally and each time she is reported as
gaining steadily in general health, but
she evinces no desire to attempt any
thing like work, and makes no plans
about coming home. Mr. Oliver, who
is with his daughters in South Gardi
ner. is comfortable, but in about the
same condition as when he went away.
Pleasant Valley Grange had an im
promptu program Tuesday night, as
the Lecturer was not able to be pres
ent, to carry out tlie regular pro
gram. It is really surprising to see
and hear some of the odd bits which
have been retained in the minds oi
some of our 'old settlers" and which
they bring forth for our edification and
entertainment when railed on at
moment’s notice to help out on the
program. Brother Jesse Tolman did
an especially good stunt in reciting
a very "high-brow" version of "The
House That Jack Built." which he
used to recite when a boy at school
and which nobody would recognize as
tlie old nursery rhyme. It was a reai
tongue tangier, and made everybody
hilarious and happy. Nearly a!’, as
sisted in the entertainment and al!
agreed that we hnd a “real old
fashioned good time."

STRAINERS
DINNER WARE
MIXING BOWLS
GLASSWARE
OVEN GLASS
ALUMINUM WARE

ROCKPORT

VINALHAVEN

Mrs. Caltata Cole has returned from
several weeks’ visit with her son in
Rochester. X. Y.
At the regular meeting of St. Paul's
Ixxlge Monday evening the fust de
cree was worked on one candidate.
The George Deering Co. have moved
croni the Merrill store to the Shepherd
?o. block. This makes a very utractive store for the Deering Co. and
$v<? wish them success.
Earle Dow is in Islesboro on busi
ness this week.

Fancy 5-Rib Roast, lb........ ........ 1»c Just received a lot of Aluminum Tea
Loin Roast, lb. .................. 20c and 25c
KeM|es wjth f
squares .....
Hamburg Steak............ . ... 2 lbs. 25c i Te. K#tt|
,ame M we have been
Pot Roast, all lean, all meat, lb. 8c j M||infl ............................................ $1,39
a* ill.................................,«C Double Boilers, each ........................... 89c
Shoulder Clod, lb................................. 15c 1 6 quart Kettles with covers ...........89c
ixi. Bacon, lb.
.......................quart Percolator, each .................................... 89c
John P. Squica’s Bacon, guaranteed
6
t Combination Cooker, ,et of
to be the same as Dixie Bacon, per | 4
M
pound .................................................. 18c I This p
Aluminum is guaranteed and it
Fresh Native Pork, lb..........................15e '
will wear forever.
Freeh Native Pork Steak, lb.......... 30c We will have first of next week a
Pork Chops, lb.......................................28c j Copper Nickel Plated Tea Kettle,
Pork Roast, lb....................................... 26c ; full size, full weight, for ...........$1.49
Home Made Sausage, we guarantee
as good as anyone makes in this
10 quart Agate Kettle, with cover 89c
city, per pound ................................ 25c 18 quart Agate Kettle with cover $1.19
ig’s Leg, lb......................................... 10c Large size Wash Tubs, 85c; with a
ig's Head, lb........................... -....... ... 5c
wringer attachment ...................... 95c
Fresh Shoulders, lb.............................. 17c Medium size Wash Tub, 75c; with a
Fresh Ham, whole, lb........................ 20c i wringer attachment ...................... 85c.
Fancy Brisket, corned yesterday,
Heavy tin milk pails, 10 quarts 45
per lb......................................,y............. 6c j cents; 12 quarts, 48 cents; 14 quarts
Thick Ribs, cornedyesterday, lb.........8c , 50 cents.
Chuck, all Isan, corned
j 10 qt. Water Pails, galvanized iron 23c
per pound .........
,10c and 2c
12
t............................................ 2gc
Boned Brisket, corned, lb.................. 12c j 14 quart
30c
Swift Premium Ham, sliced to fry lb.
16 quart..............................................35c
— . ....................................................
,.
, ......
,, 40c
„ 1 Coal Hods, each ..... .......................... 65c
Tr,pe'lb.................................. 0c, 3 lbs. 25c Wash Boi|ers ..................................
Beef Liver, lb........................ -.............. 15c Wash Boards ...................................... 40c
Boneless Veal, all meat, no waste,
Dietz Blizzard Large Cold Blast Lan
per pound ..................................... '.... .25c
terns ................................................ $1.35
Veal Steak, lb....................................... 40c Dietz Hy-le Standard Lanterns .... $1.00
Veal Chops, lb................-..................... 33c Cold Blast Lantern Globes ........... 10c
Stew Veal, lb......................... 10e to 15c Lamp Chimneys, each ....................... 12c
Fore Quarter of Veal or Lamb, per
Mop Handles ...................................... 20c
pound ........ ......................... 10c to 15c Egg Beaters ........................ 25c and 35c
Lamb same price as veal
Gloves, per pair ................................ 10c
A1 New Smoked Shoulders, lb.......... 15c Blue wrist, extra heavy, large size.
These special low prices on Meat is
Gloves .......20c; 3 pairs for ....... 50c
only for three days—Friday, Saturday Potato Mashers ........................... ...... 25c
nd Monday, Send your order early
and secure these special bargains. We Brooms, each .......35c; 3 for ....... $1.00
guarantee as good meat as you will 1 Extra Fine Quality Brooms .......... 45c
pay more than double for elsewhere. ' Extra Heavy Stable Brooms ........ 65c

Dorothy Holbrook of Rockland is
the guest of her aunt, Mrs. J. A. Davis.
Envoy Colburn of Rockland is can
vassing the town for subscribers to
The War Cry in the interest of the
Salvation Army. She is the guest of Smoked Ham, whole or half, tb...... 22c New Figs, lb........................................... 35c
Rev. and Mrs. Charles Scliger at Union
The same to fry. Jb....................... 30c Peanut Brittle or Pop Corn Brittle,
church parsonage.
Swift
’s Premium
Ham, ...u.i.
whole or
—
d
u
Chocolate Candy or Assorted Kisses
Mrs. Margaret Birirfc certainly made
half, lb................................................. 33c
per ib.................................................... 20c
some guess on Ihe Jar of rnarshnial Swift’s Premium Ham, sliced to
Sauer Kraut, 2 pounds .................... 15c
lows at II. Y. Carver & Son's. Her
fry, lb.................................................. 40c Spinach, large can, 2 for ................. 25c
guess was 218 which proved to be llie
; Fresh Western Eggs, dozen ............. 50c
exact number.
Pure Lard, Swift’s, lb......................... 15c
' New Smoked Finnan Cod, Ib............ 12c
Edward G. Carver returned Tuesday
5 lb. pails ........................................75c
■ New Smoked Finnan Haddie, Ib..... 15c
from a month's trip to Pratt. Kansas
10 lb. pails .................................... $1.45
where
he
was
the
guest
of
his
cousin
35
lb.
tub,
lb
...................................
12
l
/
ge
SOUTH WALDOBORO
I ?few Currants, pkg............................... 20c
Thad C. Carver. On his return he
Sunshine Biscuits remain at the Domino Syrup, made of pure cane
visited his son Albert at Boston Uni
Sugar, large can 4 lbs. 10 oz., ea. 30c
same low prices as advertised last
Mrs. Delia Wincapaw is ill and is versity.
2 for .................................................. 55c
Mrs. Charles Kittredge. Mrs. Clar
attended by Dr. Kellar of Thomaston.
Medium can, 1 Ib. 9 oz. each ....... 10c
FOR THIS WEEK
Mr. and Mrs. George Greene have ence Hall and Mrs. Charles Poole wer?
3 for . .................................................. 25c
returned to their home in Canton, guests Thursday of Mrs. Mary L, Special Assorted Box Fancy Bis
' Large can White Karo, 2 for ...........25c
, Arey.
Ohio.
cuits ............ ..................................... 22c Best Pickles, Ib................................... 25c
A stone has recently 'been erected Contain* 7 varirties; 1 Ib. net weight | 8
Miss Eunice Studley returned to her
^t’ ^x;d
3<k
’ in Ocean View cemetery by Miss Joan
work in Augusta Munday.
Prunes.
3
lbs
.........................................
25c
t
ar
9
e
can
H
.
e
i
"
1
Beans
.................
256
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Simmons and Roberts in memory of her father.
» Johnson Ysl.ow Eyed
daughter of Friendship spent the Charles Roberts. Tlie work on the Prunes, large size. Ib..........................15c Th„s
2 pounds
.25c
Beans, per quart 23c: per peek $1.70
* stone was done by Edward White.
week at O. J. Studley's.
15c:Vermont Yellow Eye Beans, quart 22c
The members of the Coast Guard Dates, just received, Ib..................
Mrs. Ella Wallace has bought Charles
per peck ...................... ................. $1.60
2 pounds for ......................................25c
Walter’s place and will move there in Artillery Corps attended Union church
California Pea Beans, 2 quarts....... 25c
the spring.
1 Sunday. Rev. C. H. B. Seliger preached Sliced Peaches in heavy syrup. No.
1 can, each ........................................ 15c
Mr. and Mrs. O. S. Bomeman, Mrs. ‘ a very appropriate and interesting ser
85c SAME PRICES ON ALL OTHER
Etta Wallace and Mrs. Gertie Burnes mon on "Tlie Discipline of a Christian 5 Ib. pail Preserves, each .......
GOODS AS LAST WEEK
attended the Pythian Sisters at Soldier." There was special music by Dried Pollock, per Ib............................... 7c
the choir. At the evening service Norwegian Sardines, pure olive oil. |------------------------------ — ------------------Friendship Tuesday night.
per can ........... 15c; 3 cans ............40c j See our ad. of July 28. for prices on
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Little of Bristol, Albra Vinal Smith sang “Close Ti
Pop Corn, every kernel pops, 5 lbs. 25c' Coffee, Tea, Canned Fruit, Soaps, GroMr. and Mrs. Louis Little and Mr. ■ Thee" and Mrs. Helen Arey gave
New Walnuts, the very best, Ib........ 35c eeries and all'other goods. Compare
Holmes of Boston were guests of Mr. i saxophone solo.
3 lbs................................................... $1.00 ths prices with your grocery, and tee
and Mrs. George T. Palmer Saturday. | Beulah Gilchrist returned Friday
The best can of^ehrs, large can 40c how much you can sava by trading
We are glad to see Kev. T. H. Fer- from Worcester. Mass.
The big winter sale at the Boston 1 Ib. can Peanut Butter ......t............. 20c with us.
aaltl out again, after his long illness.
The teachers attended the Teachers' ; Store opens Saturday.
Fancy New Oranges, dozen 50c and 25c
Mrs. W. JI. Merrithew entertained Tokay Grapes. Ib............. .............. .’.... 18c WE CLOSE ALL DAY THANKS
Convention at Newcastle Tuesday.
| the Ladies' Symphony Orchestra at Fancy Malaga Grapes, Ib....................35c GIVING-OPEN WEDNESDAY EV’G.
her home Wednesday evening.
New Fancy Grape Fruit 8c; 4 for 25c
Miss E. F. Roberts and Miss Eliza Cranberries, quart 17c; 3 quarts 45c
WALDOBORO
CASH AND
betli Weiderhold entertained the Aprc Swift’s Pride Soap, 7 bars ............... 25c !
Club and their husbands at supper
30 bars ............
$1.00
CARRY
Miss Martha Hagerman spent the Monday evening.
Baker’s Checolate, Ib.............................. 35ci
weekend in Bath as the guest of Mrs
At the Rebekah assembly held at Extra Fancy Cheese, Ib.......................... 30c'
fohn A. Morse.
MARKET
1 Portland Mrs. Addie Bucklin was ap Good strong Cheese, Ib....................... 25c
The
Sanitary
Up-To-Date
Store
Splendid Brand Mince Meat, large
can -tt..............................
23c Telephone 105 : ; ; : : ROCKLAND

Carrs

FRANK O. HASKELL
CASH GROCERY
« OCEAN STREET
TELEPHONE 316
Mail and Telephone Orders Carefully Filled

CASH PRICES FRIDAY, SATURDAY, MONDAY
LAMB—Legs. short cut, per pound................................... 28c
LAMB—Fores, per pound ..................................................... 12c
LAMB—Chops, per pound..................................................... 35c
LAMB—Stew, per pound........................................................ 10c

STREET, THOMASTON

136*138

NOTICE
South Thomaston Tax
Payers
Interest must be included on all
Taxes when received, otherwise re
ceipt cannot be given in full.

CLEVELAND SLEEPER
Collector

Pillsbury Dry Goods Go.
THOMASTON, ME.

00 YOUR SHOPPING HERE THIS
CHRISTMAS AND SAVE MONEY

SAY ‘‘MERRY CHRISTMAS
with a

Photograph
The kindly thoughts of Christmastide are fittingly expressed by the
Gift of your Photograph—gives the
utmost in expression at this studio.
You can complete your Christmas
list quickly with photographs and
you will be sure of giving just the
right thing in each instance. Pho
tographs are gifts you can easily
afford to give and family and
friends will always treasure them.
The Gift that's always timely for
Friends, for Family and You.
Sittings made every day and even
ing by appointment.

WESTERN STEER

BEEF

Top Round Steak, per pound.................................................... 30c
Bottom Round Steak, per pound............................................. 20c
Rump Steak, best cut, per pound...........................................40c
Face of Rump, per pound........................................................... 25c
First Five Rib Roasts, per pound............................................. 20c
Chuck Roasts, per pound........................................................... 15c
Stew Beef or Pot Roasts, clear beef, per pound.................. 15c
Corned Beef, per pound............................................................... 10c
Sirloin Roasts, per pound............................................................ 25c
Porter House Roasts, per pound................................................ 30c
Pork Roasts, per pound . . . ,29c; Chops, per pound . . . .32c
Smoked Shoulders, per pound................................................... 15c
Honey Comb Tripe, per pound . . . .10c; 3 pounds . . . .25c
Bacon, per pound............. 25c. Liver, per pound.............. 15c
Home Made Sausage, per pound...........................................25c
New Dairy Butter, per pound.................................................... 48c
Eggs, Westerns, per dozen...................................................... .50c
Pure Lard, per pound . . .15c; 10 lb. wooden pails . . .$1.5 l
Compound Lard, per pound .................................................... 14c
Fat Salt Pork, per pound..............................................................15c
Sour Krout, per pound................. 10c; 3 pounds................... 25c

1 6 pounds Fine Granulated Sugar............. .........................$1.00
Best All Round Flour, per bag . . .

.................. $1.00

Same prices on all goods as last Week
We will have a lot of Fancy Milk Fed Chickens for

PHONE 33-11

pointed D. D. President of District No.,
16.
!
Mrs. Auric Roberts and Mrs. D. A.
Coombs entertained the Apron .Club1
Tuesday evening at the home of the
foriner and a baked bean supper was
served.

F. Blown who had served as captain
in the Medical Corps during the World
War.
At a town meeting money was raised
to provide suitable quarters in Vinalhaven Town Hall and shortly work
will liegin on tlie construction of a
modern 600-yard rifle range.
Tlie following facts may be of in
ITS A FINE COMPANY
terest to tlie townspeople: The equip
Vinalhaven Plans to Mako Its C. A. C. ment necessary for this company is
valued at about $18,0110. All mem
The Best In the State
bers arc furnished with a complete
army equipment by the Government,
While there are not many who be- i except underclothing. The minimum
Here in War a reasonable amount ol pay for eaeli drill attended by a mem
her is $t. For the entire eoiniKiny
preparedness is better than closing
this amounts to about $8,000 during
one s eyes and saying it can't happen | thr. ycai.. Besides the drilling the men
again.
receive valuable instructions in variWhen the bill before Congress mak- ous trades and mathematics and arc
ing compulsory military training for taught how to keep themselves phyall young’ mon, failed to pis^, the idea ’ sically fit.
was conceived that a large National I
inalhaven has always accomplished
Guard would make tho most efficient | whatever it has undertaken to do and
and least expensive way of keeping ; now that a company is well started
prepared.
should have the full support of the
Maine was allotted six companies of townspeople to make it a success.
Coast Artillery, thr<$e of which were |
aim is to be the best in Knox,
formed in Knox < ounty, namely: Rock- county and as good as any in the
1
State.
land,
Thomaston
and
Camden.
Through Lieut.-Col. Butler’s confi
The company still needs a few more
dence that Vinalhaven. would support able bodied men between the ages of
a company, authority Vas granted to 18 and 45. Why not join now as it
Capt. L, B. Dyer by Adjutant General will be good for your health, good for
John A. Hadley to organize the 2d Co. your disposition and good for your
Recruiting began at once and within country.
12 days the company had a few more
The present officers of the 2d Com
than its minimum strength of men pany are: Leslie B. Dyer, captain;
who had passed the physical examin Ambrose Peterson. 1st lieutenant;
ation. In all of this work Capt. Dyer Burton T. Hall, 2d lieutenant: Vaughn
received valuable assistance from E. Johnson, 1st sergeant: Ralph L.
Lieut. Ambrose Peterson and Dr. F. Brown, supply sergeant: Clinton B.
Teel, mess Sergeant. The other mem
bers of the company are:

/Ufc w&vtiobeiiv,

TMeddjjig

$TAH0NEirr

JHE COURIOI-SAZEr.E
BOCKLAND
MAINE

THANKSGIVING
See Tuesday's Courier for prices for Thanksgiving

PHONE 33-11

PILLSBURY STUDIO

CUT PRICES ON ALL GOODS SALE DAYS
AT

HASKELL’S

WANTED

LOWEST PRE-WAR PRICES

Everything to cook your Thanksgiving dinner in. Call and look our
line ever and see our big window display of the above items.

CAMDEN
—

’

he Store Where You Save Money

THANKSGIVING SUGGESTIONS

You Can Talk to Practically
All tiie People In the Town
THROUGH THIS PAPER

Owen E. Dunlap
Erving L Linnekin
John E. Nichols
Joseph K Lindsey
Albert F. Osgood
John E. Morton
Loyd J. Dyer
Alden C. Miller
Frederick B. Grindle
Fred C. Noyes
Richard E. Sweats
Alfred S. Osgood
Charles C. Webster
Clyde F Orcutt
Lyford O. Warreu
Lawrence C Orcutt
Hiram A. Arey
Arthur S. Pierce
Ervin E Amero
Kenneth W. Raymond
Maland R. Ames
Ralph M. Robinson
Maarico Bickford
James O. Roberts
Everett L Billn.gs
James Smith
Loyd E Brow.i
Wendell L. Smith
Lew’s A. Brown
Harold F. Smith
Roy 1). Iirown
Claude II Swears
Lewis A. Burgess
Orren T Swears
Karl L Calder
Merrcdeth I’. Trefrev
Janies W. Calder
Karl O. Tripp
William W Chilles
Leland M. Warren
Ernest J. Clayter
Ralph E. Warren '
Francis J. Conway
Verna rtf A Warren
M.iX S. Conway
Roy A Webstei
Maynard R. Chapman Charles W. Webster
8:ewart M Davis
Robert T. Wadsworth
Sewell L Davis
Percy Whittington
Fred E Geary
Guy P. 5 onng
Alfred S. Hall
Seth E Morton
Frank E. Ilealey
Basil L. Webster
Edwin G. Kittredge
Kenneth Hall
Llewellyn W. Knowlton Burton Hall
Arthur D. Lawry

The men are not yet graded, but
tip
pointed aoon.
non-eommissioned officers will be

1000 Agents. Either Sex; Young or Old
,

(IF TRUSTWORTHY)

I have a line of specialties to advertise and all of thorn the beat, as
time will tell. “UNIVERSAL” is my Trade Mark. "SATISFACTION”
is my Motto. All I manufacture is guaranteed to be original, practic
able, reliable, and modern; sold and demonstrated on these merits?
everywhere. With a tried-out guarantee of satisfaction or money re
funded.

MY SPECIALTIES—THE BIG FOUR
UNIVERSAL SAFETY CLEAR VIEW WINDSHIELD CLOTH,
retails- $1.00. Already many sold in this city and in surrounding
towns and cities.
UNIVERSAL EYE GLASS CLOTHS. Many sold. Retail 25c.

1.

2.
3.
*

4.

‘UNIVERSAL.” The latest and best SYNTHETIC VANILLA, non
alcoholic (King of Extracts). Uncle Sam's favorite flavor. Guar
anteed not to freeze or bake out in cooking. Absolutely pure in
liquid form. A mixture of pure vanilla and courmarin. Under the
strictest pure food laws. Try it out and be convinced before buying
or paying a penny. I will furnish any customer anywhere with a
trial sample to convince them it is o. k. Once used you'll use no
other and you'll come back for more and bring your friends. Sold
from an ounce to a gallon. One ounce, 15c; two ounces, 25c; spe
cial every day. 5 ounces, 50c. Guaranteed full strength and measure.
Bring your own bottle where it is on sale, my cards will specify
soon. It is for all flavoring purposes and no person will buy it
for any other use.
UNIVERSAL WASHING COMPOUND. Crystal Washing Marvel.
The world's greatest cleanser. Washes clothes instantly without
rubbing, and dissolves dirt like magic. Guaranteed not to injure
the most delicate fabric, or affect the most sensitive skin. An all
round cleanser and dirt chaser. Cleans everything. Contains no
lye. lime, potash, acid or any injurious chemicals. Composed of
Nature's mighty cleansing elements. Saves clothes, soap, time,
labor and money. Makes a wash hour of wash day. A pleasure
instead of a drudge. A Woman’s Friend in powder form. One
package does 20 ordinary washings. Softens hardest water. Makes
your clothes spotless white. Used for ull cleaning purposes, win
dows. sinks, bath tubs, floors, etc. Each package contains not less
than 8 ounces. Retails 25c. All agents everywhere I meet half way.
30-50.

CHARLES

U.

RUSS

BOX 310.

ROCKLAND,

'
MAINE

For Sale
Advertisements in this column not to exceed
three lines inserted once for 25 cents, 3 limes
for 5« ceuts Additional lines 5 cents each for
one time, 10 cents 3 times. Six words make
a line.

Lost and Found.
LOST—Rabbit bound pup. black, white and
tan. Xante "Major” on collar. Reward, bit.
PERLEY DAMON. Rockland
1311-1311
LOST—Two Holstein Heifers. Ycadinzs
Please not.ti (IKOltiiE F. EVERETT. Ingra
ham's Hill. Tel 479 hV.
136-138

LOST -Black scarf with while s-rlpes at
Park Theatre Wednesday night.
Finder re
ceive reward If returned to Courier-Gazette.

Er-i ;?

Wanted
WANTED At once Fir Tips suitable tor
Alling fir pillows. EDWIN H. CK1E VO, 110
Main Street, Rockland
136*138

WANTED—Orde rs for knit caps and bon
nets for children and adults
MRS. FINEGOLD, 60 Willow Street
136-138
WANTED- Storm door, 2 ft. 8 in. x 6 ft. 3
.: window of 12 lights. Vxl3; und few bush
els Mangel Wurtzel cattle beets. C. W LEE,
283 Limerock Street.
136-138

WANTED—Shag Kittens, at once, color, and
sex in first letter
DELIA YORK. Ill Pleas
ant Street
Tel 2‘.»3-W.
1:16*138
WANTED -Boy about 16 years old. Apply
to MR. REID. Consolidated Baking* Co. 136tf

WANTED—Boarders; and rooms to let. fur
nished or unfurnished! bath rooi; and electric
lights
Street.

MRS. DANIEL DOHERTf

47 brave
135*137

WANTED—Middle-aged woman to work in
country for man and son. Work ca3V. U. G.
MERRIFIELD, Union, Me . K. F. D No 2.’
I3”*137
WANTED—Place for a 14 year old school
bov for the winter, where he can work his
135*137
board L. A. DOW. Rockland
WANTED—Orders lor home cook ng Cakes
and pii> j s|ie(kiltv. N A. MAtiL'NE, 28
Birch St. Tel 315-R.
134 136
WANTED—FIREMEN AND BRAKEMEN, be
ginners $150, Inter $250 monthly; experience
unnecessary (which position?)• Write, RAIL
WAY care Courier-Gazette.
131*136

WANTEO—Position as DooKkeeper and gen
eral office work or sales girl. Can give ieferences.
129tf

FOR SALE Pure sweet cider, also preserved
eider. Get mv prices oy barrel lots. L. J.
CHANDLER. So Hope, Me.
136*138

FOR SALE—Two Bochin System Clarinets
low pitch A and B flat. 17 keys, 7 rings .1 R.
KITTRKHGK. 300 Maiu Street
136.147
FOR SALE The mill, ramps, logs, standing
lumber and everything connected witli lumber
ing operations at Aslt Point.
Also a ueiv
Saxon 11 li p kerosene engine Apply to U
G. LEARNEb. Box 38. Asll Point.
136*138
FOR SALE A lew Anemia cockerels. Shep
herd strain—$3 to $5 while they last, W. H.
CLOUGH, Rockville.
136*138
FOR SALE —A parlor store; also eight
pullets.
inquire of MHS A. W. NYE, 13
Holmes Street. TeL 557-M.
136-138
FOR SALE-High grade While Leghorn hens
and May pullets One Boston Musical Cornet
iu tine condition: one .22 rifle. Owner going
awat.
FORREST SI-EAR. Rockport, Maine.
Box 112.
135*137

FOR SALE—Fox hound, rabbi! dog. two-yearold roan colt, two horses, two cows and some
heifers C. G. ERICKSON. Box 98, it F.D 1.
Warren, Me.
I3e-137
FOR SALE—Small barn. 133 RANKIN ST.
131-136
FOR SALE—Two barber chairs, u» good con
dition ; 6 ofBce chairs, 3 long mirrors and oth
er barber shop paraphernalia. MANSON A;
NYE. 115 Main Street.
131-139
FOR SALE—15 good accbmated ypuug
horses, weigh from 1,000 to 1,500—will arrive
Monday. ERNEST HOWARD. South Hope
P.4*1W

FOR SALE—Full line of Restaurant Fixtures
•and furnishings including $130 worth of gro
ceries. Will sacrifice for $600 cash, worth
$2500
Inquire of RALPH O. DALE. 13 Cen
ter Street. Bath, Maine.
134-136
FOR SALE—Storm Entry with Glass in Door
and in two sides, practically new; sell at bar
gain. Inquire POSTAL TEL. OFFICE.
133-138

FOR SALE-Horse. 10 years old; weight
1550; nice worker single or double. J A.
EMMONS, 456 Old County Road.
132-tf
FOR SALE—Breeding Cockerels. Royal Blue
B P. Rocks, Hawkins strain; R. & 8. C. R I.
Reds $3 and $5; 12 B. P Rock pullets $24;
12 R. I. Red pullets $2 each; 12 pairs Honiiag
pigeons 50 per pair. W. A. SHIBLES, Rock
port, Me. Beech Street.
132*137
FOR SALE—Another 192o Ford Touring Car
in good shape; also 1 double runner pung. 2
sleighs and a single runner |Hing at bargain.
P. L HAVENER., phone 226-M or 695-ik 129tf

PIPE. FITTINGS AND VALVES—We have
a large stock from % to 6 inches It will yay
WANTEO—35 shaggy cats and kittens, male you to enquire here before buying elsewhere.
and female. Highest prices paid. JOHN 8 LIVINGSTON MFG. CO.. Lime Street. City.
137tf
KAMJSTT, Rocknlle. Me. TeL 252-14. 15tf
IRON and STEEL—We have a large stock of

l o Let
TO LET -A garage for dry storage. Apply
at 10 PLEASANT STREET.
137*tf

Norway and Refined Iron, Angle Iron. T Iron,
Tool Steel, (’old Rolled and Machine Steel, etc.,
at reasonable prices. LIVINGSTON MFG. CO,
Lime Street, City.
127tf

STILSON WRENCHES- We are selling Stlb
TO LET- Two furnished rooms on Main son Wrenches and Repair Parts at hew low
street for light housekeeping.
Modern con prices. LIVINGSTON MFG. CO., Lime Rtteet,
veniences. Vail at THE ELMS, Elm street
City
127tf

136tf

FOR SALE—Strip of land running from tho
TO LET - Furnished rooms, all mo*lern, steam townX I7IIU
road to
IV VZX7VIP.VO
Georges river.
IIIDI. VUSUVIIUI
Beautiful SVk*
loca
heat, bath, electrie lights, garage. H. M. tion for summer
auramer cottage. Boa ling, flablng sod
DANK. Tel. 768
136lf
bathlnj
ilng radlltiea. Inquire HIM ETA K.
TO LET -Furnished front room, heated. C.
E. .MORSE, 22 Oak Street.
134-136

TO LET—Furnished Hat at ?o
T.l. 163-12.

Si.
ISttf

TO LET- Furnished house at 62 Summer
Street
Modern conveniences.
Apply 33
GROVE STREET, or to A. C. McLOON, at McLoou’s wharf.
133-tf
TO LET—Barn for garage.
Tel. 118-R.

68 GRAVE ST.
132tf

TORftK
BRY. Tentnt’t Harbor.
FOR SALEv-Two fire pauenger cars, cheap,
and in perfect, running condition. Good tires.
». D. STARRETT, Warren, Me
Wl-tf
FOR SALE—r.O h.lgh bred R. I. Red cockerels:
price $1.6», $3 ««/$'> (HI. $8 #fl prr bird; 6
month* old. C. B. WARD. South Thonusios,
Me.
117-141
FOR SALE—The Nelson farm at Northport,
25 acres and 4 acres of young growth; pisoty
of wood. Splendid situation for a ssmmed
home. Addreas DICKIY-KNOWUTON CO , Balfast. lie
i.
t*tf
FOR SALE—Boots, boors. Clothing, Diahcs,

TO LET—Set of offices over Cobb’s, Inc.,
nicely finished, large vault, heater included;
terms reasonable. L. F. CHASE, 45 Middle St.,
Tel 665-2.
123-tf
Musical
Instruments.
Furniture.
Carpels,
Carpels. Quills, Stoves. Etc. C. T.. BRAGG,
TO LET—Somebody le needing a bouee ot 61(1 Main Street. Itoekiand
' 12.">tf
rooms Advertise ycura in this column and
vou'll get an application Immediately.
S-tf
TO LET—STORAGE—For furnlrure, stores
end musical Instruments oz anything that re
quires a dry, clean room. Terms reaaoesble
J. R. FLYK. Ill Main Hl. Rockland
SItt

Miscellaneous

SALE

OF

FANCY

WORK- Handkerchiefs.

yokes, tabic mats, towels, pillow slips, aprons,
ete
MRS. RAWSON, .ill Holmes Kt. Tei.
757-11.
133*137

LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at ths
Rockland Hair Store. 234 Mala St Mall or
ders solicited HELEN C. RHODES
IR-tf

NOTICE—R. J. Mayhew’s Cider Mill will
close the season Saturday, Nov. 19. Hurry
along with your orders.
136-lt

175-ACRE FARM; ONLY $3400. With
Horses, Tools, 10 Cows. 4 Calves, full imple
ments, cream separator, vehicles, potatoes,
beans, 25 tons hay, stovewood included; con
veniently located; 75 acres rich loamy tillage,
20-cow brook-watered pasture; estimated 500
cords wood, timber; 100 apple trees, other
fruit, sugar maples, house; warm 16-room
house. 60-ft. barn, stable, poultry houses
garage, etc.
Other interests demand quick
sale, $3100. part cash, easy terms. Details
page 12 Ulus Catalog 1100 Bargains. FREE
STRUCT FARM AGENCY, 311 D. G . Water
Street. Augusta. Me.
136-It

Jl ^wFurs
RAW FURS and DEER SKIlig
BouiM at Hiahnt Market Prieas
All shipments ol furs are held seven
days and it our valuation is not sat
isfactory we return your furs and
pay all expenses

PORTLAND RENDERING CO.
PORTLAND. MAINE

9 Rent your room
through a “Rooms Foi
Rent" ad and keep the
disfiguring placard out

of your front window.
9The newspaper ad it
dignified, sends you
numerous applicants
from which to choose,
and does not detract
from the exclusiveness
of your home.
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Every-Other-Day

IaSocialCircles
Mr. and Mrs. Fred O. Flake of Whit
insville, Mas*., formerly of Thomaston,
have arrived in San Diego, Oallf., after
a six weeks’ trip across the continent,
In the course of which their motor car
was driven more than 4200 miles.
They 'have taken apartments in San
Diego, where they expect to spend the
greater part «f the winter.

SUITS REDUCED—$10 TO $20 DISCOUNTS
STREET FLOOR

The end of the suit season finds us with more suits than we should
have, and if it finds you or your friends without suits which could

Suits in long and short models, plain and fur-trimmed,
materials of Duvet de Laine, Tricotine, and VelourCloth, in shades of brown, reindeer, navy, and black.
Priced $35.00 to $75.00

X

Mrs. Reginald S. Clement has re
turned home afterjjpending a few days
in Bath with friends.
F. W. Farrel Is In Boston on a busi
ness trip.

Invitations have been received In
this city to the wedding of Walter
Moore Tapley, Jr. and Miss Olive
Washburn Barker, which will take
place at Friends church tn Portland
Thursday evening, Nov. 24, at 8
o’clock. The bridegroom-elect spent
his boyhood days In Rockland, and is
now one of the rising young members
of the Cumberland County Bar.

Mrs. R. L. Knowlton arrived home
yesterday from Brooklyn, where she
has been visiting Miss Flora Beckett,
formerly of Rockland.

Mrs. Guy 8. Lord of Portland is
visiting her mother for a few days.
On her return Saturday she will be
accompanied by her mother Catherine
Simmons, and brother Ernest, who will
spend the winter in Portland.

WAISTS AND BLOUSES
BALCONY

DEPARTMENT

We have just received a small assortment of Over-Blouses and Waists.
Blouses in shades of navy, brown and black $7.50 and $8.50
In over-sizes of 45, 47, and 49. All sizes up to 52 can

Mrs. Jennie Bird left yesterday to.
spend Thanksgiving with her daugh
ter, Mrs. Donald George, who Is now
at Marblehead, Mass.

Mrs.John W. Thomas and Mrs. Ar
thur P. Haines were hostesses at & tea
Tuesday, which took place at the home,
of Mrs. Thomas on Masonic street. A
few tables of auction resulted in a first
prize for Mrs. Horace E. Lamb and
second for Mrs. Ralph Hanscom.

It is doubtful if any Rockland
students at the University of Maine
will be able to make a Thanksgiving
turkey at home this year, since the
powers that be have meted out merely
a single day of grace.

be had at no extra charge.

SPECIALTIES FROM OUR READY-TO-WEAR DEPT.
DEPARTMENT
i

Arthur B. Richardson, on a business
trip from London to New York, is due
to arrive at the latter port next Tues
day. His stay on this side of the
water is limited to ten days, but if the
opportunity offers he will make a brief
visit to his Rockland home.

F. J. Bicknell was operated upon at
St. Barnabas Hospital, Portland, yes
terday, tor an atlment of long standing.
Conditions last night promised success.
Mrs R. L. Knowlton arrived yester
day from a three weeks' visit among
friends and relatives in Vermont, Mas
sachusetts and New York. Her hus
band thwarted the one-train-a-day
service by motoring with her the last
lap from Portland to Rockland.

Clifford B. Witham, who has been
occupying his apartments on Pleasant
street the past two months, returned
last Monday to bis home in Cam
bridge, Mass., for the winter.
Mrs. Emma F. Helller of Rankin
street has taken apartments at 33
Limerock street for the winter.

The November meeting of the W. F.
M. 8. ot the Pratt Memorial was held
at the home of Mrs. Roscoe Staples
last week. The study of the Kingdom
and the Nations was begun and a
very Interesting program given. At
the next meeting the A Be Ce Dary
will be taken in connection with the
study book.

The chorus choir of the First Bap
tist church met at the -tiome of Mr.
and Mrs. Kelley B. Crie Wednesday
evening for a special rehearsal, after
which the members entered the dining
room to partake of a nice lunch. The
center of the table contained a large
and handsome cut glass vase contain
ing yellow chrysanthemums, which
were the gift of the choir to Mrs.
Elmer Lord, who has been a faithful
member of the choir, and is leaving for
Attleboro, Mass., where Mr. Lord has
taken a position as physical instructor
, In the Y. M. C. A.
Miss Edith Bicknell announces her
annual Christmas Sale at her home 12
Knox street. She has the largest and
most attractive line of gifts and cards
that she ever carried.
It
Rev. M. E. Bartholomew of Port
land will lecture Friday afternoon
and evening at the First Baptist
church on “The Book ot Genesis.”

it

Plush Coats, in three-quarter and full length, excep

tional value at

$22.50 and $25.00

$4.95 •

a,miMof BLANKETS

While they last will deliver by parcel post, prepaid to out of

IF YOU
UKE . ,
ooauw

MEN’S EXTRA HEAVY ALL WOOL WORSTED

SWEATERS......... $7.50to $15.50
WHITE SWEATERS, EXTRA
$ 1 0 00
SPECIAL FOR SATURDAY ONLY
MEN’S HEAVY WOOL $3.50
PANTS ............................................

LINE

OF

$1.95

MUNSINGWEAR

from the Disarmament Conference in
Washington, stating that the Steam
MEN'S EXTRA HEAVY FLEECE
ship Athletic would be permitted to
proceed to foreign ports providing
LINED UNION SUITS...........................
there were not too many big guns
aboard.
“Beware of Fogg.” the
HIGH ROCK HEAVY WEIGHT FLEECE
1 AA
message cautioned: Cap’ll Knowlton
LINED SHIRTS AND DRAWERS ...
1
received a wireless from the Secretary
of the Navy stating that a torpedo
boat had been assigned for special
Come in and let us show you our big stock of
duty in conveying W. W. Case’s lug
'Hart Schaffner & Marx Suits and Overcoats
gage to Gibraltar.
After dinner the passengers went
FUR COATS TO LET
back to the saloon deck where they
» I* A « »•»?»•
busily enjoyed themselves the re
mainder of the evening at cards, bil
liards, pool, music, etc., etc.
It
THE
404
would not be surprising if there were
a number of tournaments during tiie
GREEN
MAIN
cruise. Proprietor Donohue received
FRONT
STREET
many congratulations.
The Steamship Athletie's passengers
Tuesday night were: Roy L. Knowl
ton, captain; Mayor K. 8. Thorndike.
E. D. Spear, M. E. Wotton, Frank
ROCKLAND, MAINE
W. Fuller, Dr. William Ellingwood,
William D. Talbot, Arthur Smith,
John H. Brubaker, Fred It. S|»ear, J.
A. Burpee, Walter H. Spear, Dr. Neil
A. Fogg, H. L. Sanborn, Dr. C. 1). :BI
North, George C. Large, Charles M.
Kalloch, C. H. Duff, Robert U. Col
lins, Sergeant George J. Wood, James
E. Stevens, George B. Wood, Victor
P. Hall, Albert P. Blaisdell, A. C.
McLoon, Raymond E. Eaton, S. A. -J RIBBON CANDY
CREAM KISSES
Burpee, William W. Case, Supt. H.
NUT
FUDGES
PEANUT
BRITTLE
P. Blodgett, Ensign Otis, Adriel IT.
Bird, F. A. Winslow, Charles E. Bick
POP CORN BRITTLE
BUTTER SCOTCH
nell, Arthur B. Crockett, Eugene M.
O’Neil, Dr. B. H. Kellar, Mont P.
PEACH BLOSSOMS
HARD CANDIES
Trainer, George F. Barbour, John O,
Stevens and John L. Donohue.
(Always Fresh)

$1.50

RUBENSTEIN BROS.!

Home of Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothes

town customers.

BEING TOWED HERE
British Schooner Lucy R, Ap
pears To Be Surviving In
teresting Adventures.

Fuller- Cobb-Davi s
TALENTED SINGER

CRUISE HAS BEGUN

^oraine Wyman, Pupil of i Mayor Casts Off the Lines
Mme.
Yvette
Guilbert,
and Steamship Athletic Is
Mr. and Mrs. J. Fred Knight and
daughter Bertha were weekend guests
Gives Concert Here Mon
Well Underway.
of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence W. Morse,
day Night.
in Bath.
“Steamship Athletic” advertised to

Much Interest centers in the dis
cussion for next Monday evening on
’’Partisanship’’ at the Methodist vestry
by club members who are yet to be
heard from, and the vestry will be
open for such as care to go early dur
ing theafternon. The meeting opens
at 7.30. Reading by Mrs, Nettle Stew
art. Address at 8.45 by Rev. Eugene
V. Allen; subject, “Political Pitfalls
for Women." Go early. Dues are now
payable.

7£

MEN’S EXTRA HEAVY
to
SWEATERS.............................................°

J J QQ
CA

THANKSGIVING CANDIES

BASEMENT

.

All Wool Mackinaws

FULL

Many of our coats and suits in our second floor department have
been reduced. Because we cannot duplicate them, on account of the
pending cloak strike in some of the high class cloak manufactories,
garments that cannot be duplicated in this department will stand a
good, liberal discount. We invite your inspection.

Mrs. Josephine Lothrop entertained
the S. S. Club Tuesday evening at her
home on Rankly street. The supper
consisted of lobster newburg, pepper
crackers, tarts, coffee and cake. The
evening was much enjoyed with cards
and sewing. Ice cream and cake were
seryed during the evening.

BOYS’

BOYS’ SHEEP LINED COATS.

COATS AND SUITS OF THE BETTER KIND
COAT DEPARTMENT
SECOND FH0R

FULL LINE OF

$6.50 TO $7.50

Special Suits in Tweeds, shades of Brown, Oxford and
Blue.................................................... $35.00, $39.50, $45.00

Mrs. N. Cook Sholes, who Is visit
Ing Mr. Sholes' parents in Utica, N. Y.
plans to join her husband In New York
city later in the fall.
Capt. and Mrs. Osoar Healey cele
brated their 62nd wedding anniversary
in Winthrop, Maas, yesterday. Capt.
Hsaley, who will be 84 Jan. 3 is still
very active, and goes dally to his work.
He is a brother of Mrs. E. W. Thurlow
and Mrs. Rebecoa Ingppham In this
city.

-ca' buu-tAee fvuew.
PCV3 OP A.
ME VEMXS
TA'
\W CKX VAPVK- we
,voovs over. -tV waxoLtuts—WT
[WESl WE PICKS OP ACCQMfPM PAPER
HE <otOOOHCS DOWW WKG A.CO1ATORXWaWE POSrAQU AH' PEMyS
eJBMxvum \u
, wtuowts
fW.'
-rtAOA <6OBS 2ACH
OVER rt TO KAAVJE GOWE. HE
HASvk VA\«SEP AHTCHWIS

be worn nine months in the year—to you we make this announcement.
You can get a suit that not only can be worn many, many days during
this winter, but will be just the suit for early spring wear. Our assort
ment is big, and you stand a bettef chance of getting fitted now than
after the holidays at just as low prices.

Mrs. Alice Kellar of this city and
Allen Rodney of Cape Girardeau, Mo.,
were married In Bath Monday. The
ceremony took place at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Pendleton, 1241
Washington street, Bath, and was per
formed by Rev. D. L. Wilson.

,

MICKIE SAYS

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

In addition to personal note* recordlM de
partures nnd arritala, thia department eapeclally desires Information of nodal happening*,
parties, mualcata, etc Note* amt by mall ot
telephone will be gladly received.
. ................................................................
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With the near approach of the Lo
raine Wyman concert at the First
Baptist Church there Is increasing in
terest In the coming of this talented
singer, and this is being reflected In
the sale of tickets for next Monday
night's notable event. For the benefit
of those who^have not kept in touch'
With Miss Wyman's brilliant career
the fallowing thumbnail sketch from
Who's Who in Music will be interest
ing:
Miss Loraine Wyman was born in
Bvanston, III., and Is tbe daughter of
Mrs. Julie Wyman who will be re
membered as one of the first artists
to give recitals of French songs in
this country. A pupil Of Madame
Marchese (also the teacher of Melba
and Emma Eames) she appeared many
times as soloist with the Boston Sym
phony Orchestra. Miss Wyman is a
pupil of Mrs. Frida Ashforth of New
York. In 1910 Miss Wyman went to
Parts and for two winters studied
with Madame Yvette Guilbert, mak
ing her debut at Mme Ouilbert's re
citals af the Oymnase Theatre in Par1b and Bechsteln Hall in London.
Since her return to America, Miss
Wyman has specialized in French and
English Folk Songs, appearing at the
Universities and Colleges in the an
nual recitals of Folk Songs, many of
which she had collected herself, hav
ing published two volumes of English
Sohgs collected In the Kentucky
Mountains. The Lonesome Tunes and
Twenty Kentucky Mountain Songs.
Miss Wyman has also been working
in Canada with the Government Re
search Department of the Geological
Survey, over 4,000 songs having been
collected In the last three years.”
The concert will begin at 8 o'clock
and there wtll be cars to all points
afterward. The program follows:
Unfold Ye Poijals Krerlaatilif (from the
Redemption)
Gounod
Chorus
An Inconstant Lover
Billie Boy
The Nightingale
The Ground Hog
Folk Songs gathered in the Kentucky Moun
tain* hy Miss Wyman, arranged by Mr.
Howard Brockway
Mias Wynun
The Miller's Wooing
E. Fanning
Chorus
Le Senieur—A sowing song from France
Le Grlllon et la Fourml-^A nursery

rhyme from Italy

sail from Pier No. 12, Limerock Street,
Tuesday night, embarked according to
schedule. The lines were cast off by
Mayor Thorndike at 8 p. m., and with
a goodly passenger list seemed to be
destined for a pleasant voyage around
the world.
The
passengers
began
coming
aboard early in the evening, and were
evidently well satisfied with the
quarters which John L, Donohue, pro
prietor of the line, has been preparing
for them during the past few weeks.
Dinner was served on the hurricane
deck, which bore a striking resem
blance to the old Y, M. i . A. gym
nasium. Thoughts of mal de mer or
any other discomfort seemed far off
as the passengers directed their at
tention to the steamed clams, lobster

stew and other good things provided
by the chefs, Martin Ingerson and
Bert Angel, and served with the as
sistance of the ship's steward, Jake
Philbrook and a corps of the Thorn
dike Hotel’s smart waiters. There
were many compliments .for the nice
repast.
R. L. Knowlton, properly
enough, occupied the captain’s seat at
the head of the table, while W. W.
Case, who has crossed many similar
oceans, as well as the real one, lent
much pep to the feast from the other
end of the table. Marston's Jazz Or
chestra furnished a liberal repertoire
of popular selections, including some
of the good old standbys, such as
“Wearing of the Green,” “Sweet Ade
line," and "How Dry I Am.” The or
chestral hint as to thirst brought lib
eral bumpers of coffee and Adam's
ale.
Several radio messages were re
ceived during the progress of the
evening. One, whieh had evidently
been delayed in transmission, for it
was dated Aug fi, 1920, came from
Postmaster General Burleigh Son, and
was an inquiry of Postmaster Dono
hue as to whether last week’s mall
had been distributed. Another was

PORT CLYDE

ROLLER POLO
.»•

Ik*

ARCADE

•

RINK,

MONDAY EVENING,
FIRST GAME

A large number of people came in
automobiles Tuesday evening to give
their pastor und wife. Rev. and Mrs.
M. 8. Howes, a surprise party. They
brought an abundance of good things
to eat. It was a great surprise and a
very delightful evening was spent at
the parsonage.

ROCKLAND

OF THE SEASON

MISS MYRTLE BEAN

ROCKLAND, MAINE

The Security Trust Company
would like to have every citizen a
DEPOSITOR

Teacher of Pianoforte

Branches:

ORGANIZED 1903

Camden, Vinalhaven, Warren, Union

Apollo, Charter, Durands, Burbanks, Daggetts, Samoset

Best Quality at Reasonable Prices

CHISHOLM

BROS.

Home Made Candies
OPPOSITE WAITING ROOM........................ ROCKLAND, ME.

JIM’S CORNER
PURITY IS BUT
ONE POINT
about our delicious con
fections. Wholesomeness,
flavor, and modest prices
are other good points
which should induce you
to be a regular patron of
our candies.
The girls
know our candies—ask
them! Bring her a box
of ours and see her smile.
Take home a pound for Thanksgiving.

JIM’S SPECIAL, now 45c a pound

20c lb.
25c lb.
25c lb.
25c lb.

Oranges,

55c doz.
GRAPE FRUIT, 10c each

Admission: 25c, plus tax. A few reserved seats at
35c, plus tax. Ladies’ skates, 10c; men’s 20c.

It is to your interest to be friendly
with your neighbor and to participate
in the business of the community in
which you reside.
It is to your advantage to do business
in your home town, thereby increas
ing the importance and value of your
neighborhood.

: : CHOCOLATES : :

ORANGES—large, juicy, California Sunkist

Public skating 6:30 to 8:30

COMMUNITY BANKING

BANANAS
LEMONS
NEW WALNUTS

FRESH PEANUT BRITTLE,
KISSES—fresh made and assorted,
MIXED NUTS—all this year’s nuts,
MALAGA GRAPES, .

Rockland Locals vs. Arcade Rink Team
\ Game called at 8:45.

GRAPES
ORANGES
NEW MIXED NUTS

THANKSGIVING SPECIALS
Look them over as they will save you money

NOVEMBER 21

Le Relour de Marin—The tragedy of
Enoch Arden
Le Cycle de Vln—A song ot the Vintage
Mias Wyman
The Belfry Tower
1 L. Hatton
Chorua
The Dumb Wife Cured—An English song
of the XXLIt Century
The Crab Fish—A nursery rhyme from
Somerset
Lord Level—A ballad from England
LIT Boy—A modern sketch from the South
Miss Wymau

Naw Eaglaad Cosaarvatory Graduate
Teaching in Rockland on Tueaday of ev
ery week. Will take a limited number of
pupils. For information addreas Camden,
nhone<as

The three masted British schooner
Lucy R., commanded hy Capt. Daniel
Maker, and hound from North Sidney,
N. S., to Boston, with iso tons of
salted codfish, struck on Old Horse
Ledge near Vinalhaven at 8 o’clock
Tuesday night, and after pounding
badly sprang aleak. The crew left
the craft and camped over night on a
small island. Yesterday morning the
schooner Was nowhere in sight.
The crew came to this city on the
steamer Vinalhaven and Capt. Maker
was organizing a searching expedi
tion when fishermen brought \ford
that the schooner was on the north
west point of Matinicus, on her beam
ends, and with sails awash. Capt.
John I. Snow went thither with the
tug Sophia and with the aid of the
Coast Guard crew floated the schooner
at 11 o'clock last night.
The Sophia was lowing the derelict
to Rockland this morning, but nbie to
make only a mile an hour, and the tug
Sommers N, Smith was sent to her
aid.
The schooner is only a year old, is
owned by James F. Rood of Halifax,
and is valued at $26,000. It is in
sured .

: : CHOICE FRUITS : :

Sure To Please Papa

We are ready now to make those
winter MEMORIAL WREATHS
that you want for the cemetery
about this time of year.
Our PINK CHRYSANTHEMUMS
and POM POMS are blossoming in
profusion and we are picking Violets
every day. The season for these
blooms is short. Don't neglect to
enjoy them while they are at their
best.
Our prices are reasonable
VISITORS are welcome at the
greenhouses during business hours.

H. M. SILSBY, Florist
253 Camden St., Rockland

will be the gift of a box
of Flor de Manuel CI
GARS. Every one he
smokes will soothe and
comfort him as only
good tobacco can. Ladies
who wish to please their
men folks with a little
gift that will give the
greatest
pleasure
the
money can buy, can do
no better than to make their offering a box of our high
( grade Cigars.

You Can Save Money By Buying At Jim’s Comer

JAMES DONDIS
352 NAIN ST.

CORNER ELM

h
i
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LET

THEM

PAY

STIFF

TAX”

Every-OtEer-Day 1

MATINICUS

FAVOR SMALL TRUCKS

If the law of supply and demand
regulates the price of an article, then
judging by the prices now paid to the
lobsterman. the lobster is in no present
danger of extermination.
Miss Gladys Young entertained Miss
Pauline Beal in a most charming man
Protection of American lobster fish when they are placed in our markets. ner on Armistice Day.
If anyone desiring to see his, her, or
ermen by imposing a tax on the They certainly will have to be sold at
once for any price they will bring,
Canadian product, or at least by re and no one knows what that price will its name in the paper will communi
cate with the Matinicus correspon
sisting the shipment of Canadian lob be until after the season has closed.
dent, he will see that it is accomplish
If
there
was
ever
a
time
in
the
history
sters into the United States, is ear
ed, somehow or other.
of
the
United
States
when
the
fisher

nestly urged by H. D. Crie director of
I read in the paper that a Thomas
men deserved protection it is during ton man. in cutting through a par
fisheries in a communication issued by this period of reconstruction. While
tition, came upon a curious object,
him yesterday. The letter follows:
business ashore is at a standstill men which proved to be a petrified cat.
are
turning
to
fishing
as
a
possible
• • • •
Petrified, or putrified? If the former,
means of getting by until business
The Canadian open season for lob starts up again. Please realize if you he may well call it curious, and inter
ster fishing began Nov. 1st and our can the critical position in which our esting, but if the latitler,—Phew!
markets are flooded with an inferior fishermen are placed when they have While still interesting and demanding
grade of lobsters because new shell to share 33% of their catch and income attention, it w-ould hardly be worth a
lobsters will not stand up to ship so with another fisherman, then have to newspaper article, unless, as might
far. The dead and weak ones are divide their market with Canada com well be the case, one should be found.
Yes, we now enjoy but two mails
boiled and put on the market at a very pelling another cut of 25%.
each week, and that keeps some of us
low price and this has a tendency to
The railroad men threatened to tie
reduce the price of the native stock up the whole country if the managers at least three or four days behind the
considerably. In what condition does imposed a cut of 12% and we expect times. Still and all, that is far better
this leave the United States fishermen, the fishermen to take a reduction of than being three or four years, or even
with gear still expensive and at least 68% without a word of disappoint three or four decades behind the times.
The gunners are bringing in some
one-third more fishermen on the coast? ment. Do you think the fishermen are
Could anyone imagine conditions more made of iron without any idea of their good bags of birds.
Large quantities of applejuice are
serious for the lobster fishermen?
rights, as American Citizens? It is
“Sis’ been
The prices of line fish have been far well to pause for a moment and realize being consumed here.
below normal this season. Lines and the part the fishermen played during drinkin’ cider.”
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Young have left
hooks are still expensive and when a the World War. When the call came
Many a woman has felt that she was
fisherman’s expenses have been de almost every young fisherman entered for Rockland where they plan to spend
ducted from his gross earnings there the service and their records stand the winter months.
a failure in baking bread, cakes and pastries un
Should anyone find stray pieces of
is nothing left to support his family, today unsurpassed for bravery. Shall
furniture
or
bric-a-brac
along
the
threefore lobster fishing is really the we now when they need our help for
til she tried WILLIAM TELL. Then she has
only means of support for the small get them, or shall we put our shoulders roadside, will they kindly return the
found
that, after all, success is just a question of a little
game
to
George
Belcher
and
receive
boat fishermen. Until Feb. 1st our to the wheel and do all we can to pro
markets will be flooded with foreign tect their rights against foreign com his heartfelt thanks. He has recently
care
and
the right flour.
changed his place of residence, and has
lobsters because Nov. 15 marks the petition?
been
moving
his
household
goods.
He
beginning of the open season at Grand
Says that the English language is not
Manan. and it continues until Jan 1st.
Then it will take nearly a month for
Forget the disappointments of past experience.
While the finance committee was in forceful or expressive enough to ade
the dealers to clean up their stock.
session in Congress the writer did quately describe the condition of some
There is so much real satisfaction in good baking,
of
the
roads
which
he
was
obliged
to
March 1st, Canada's open season what he could to have a duty imposed
that it’s worth trying again—especially when you
again begins, so the United States on lobsters shipped from Canada into navigate.
can try WILLIAM TELL at our risk. You
Little question for today: Begun
lobster fishermen have the month of the United States Markets, but was
yet?
know we absolutely guarantee satisfaction.
February, only, to look forward to and informed that so much opposition had your Christmas •shopping
* • •
this is one of the hardest months in the developed that there would be no duty
The boys and girls of the church
year, for the water is cold and the imposed. The writer aiso offered to
lobsters do not crawl into the traps, go to Washington personally and ap school met Tuesday afternoon for
Tell your Grocer—WILLIAM TELL
for they are not as active.
pear before the committee to represent good time. Songs were rehearsed for
For the next three months how are the fishermen at the hearing but was the Thanksgiving day service. A story
our lobster fishermen going to earn a informed that the hearing had been was told, then all enjoyed the games
and refreshments. The boys planned
living? The only element that can closed and would not be reopened.
Yes, the price is down—two sacks now for
control the price of lobsters is the
Brother Fishermen, it is necessary in the evening to assist at the next
social.
They
are
to
give
a
sketch
and
about what you used to pay for one.
weather. If good w’eather prevails on I believe to have a good stiff tax on lob
the Canadian coast lobsters will not be sters which are shipped from Canada two pantomines. Those taking part
are:
Charles
and
Weston
Thompson,
worth the catching here, and the price to the United States Markets. This
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“Dr. True’s Elixir has done me a
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cottage and will leave for Nassau, B. Texas.
Other People Nay Not.
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I., early in December for the winter.
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nteresting Information For
Farmers in Bulletin From
American Highway Com
mission.
Col. Willlum M. Ayer, chairman of
fhe Maine Highway Commission, has
received Information from the Ameri
can Highway Commission that Bulle
tin No. 1201, juat issued by the United
States Department of Agriculture, en
titled Motor Trucks on Eastern Farms
while intended to be of use to farmers
in the selection of trucks, contains con
siderable data useful to any one in
terested in the operation of trucks for
any purpose. The bulletin is largely a
compilation of data obtained from 753
owners of trucks used for farm pur
poses. Experience has convinced 80
percent of these owners that trucks
between the 1 and 2-ton size arc best for
their use and less than three percent
recommend larger trucks. The aver
age length of haul is 10 miles and 35 to
40 percent as much time is required
to make a haul of a given length with
truck as with horse and wagon.
Twenty-nine percent of the trucks
travel on dirt roads and cannot be
used on the average during 10.7
weeks in the year. The average dis
tance traveled per year is 3,820 miles
and the average life of a truck 6.7
years the large trucks lasting some
what longer than the small ones.
Estimates based on present prices
are that the average repair costs cov
ering the entire life of a machine are
something like $50 to $150 per year for
one half-ton to two-ton trucks, the
cost increasing wit^ the size of the
truck. Estimates of 318 men show
that pneumatic tires run an average of
4500 miles and 206 men estimate that
the average run of solid tiree of 8,200
miles.
The average number of miles per
gallon of gasoline is about 15 miles for
the one-half-ton, 11 miles for the oneton, 9 H miles for the 1%-ton, and
eight miles for the two-ton trucks. On
the basis of 27 cents, per gallon for
gasoline and 65 cents per gallon
for oil the cost of these items per mile
for Vi-ton trucks Is 2.1 cents, 1-ton
trucks, 2.7 cents, 1 Vi-ton trucks 3.1
cents and for the 2-ton trucks 3.8
cents.
The average operating cost per mile.
Including depreciation, repairs, inter
est on investment, registration,- gaso
line, oil and tires Is 8.2 cents for V4ton, 11.9 cents for 1-ton, 19 cents for
1 Vi-ton, and 20.3 cents for 2-ton trucks.
These costs do not Include housing,
taxes, insurance and labor of the owner
in making repairs.

STRANGE KINSHIP OF WORDS
'Degree” and “Degrade” Had a Com
mon Origin Centuries Ago, but
That Signifies Little.
It Is not ensy to understand how
there should he uny relations between
the words “degree” nnd “degrade,” but
such kinshlnp doth appear If one hut
couaider the facts. "Degree" tins sev
eral phases of meaning. There is tbs
degree of temperature, the degive of
circular measure, the degree if con
sanguinity and propinquity, the degree «
of excellence, the degree of muster of
arts, bachelor of arts, doctor of divin
ity nnd ull degrees of degree.
The word came out of the Lattu,
passed through the French nnd was
introduced into England by the Nor
man-French nnd here we have it with
us! It started from the word “gradus"
which meant a step. "Grade” and
“graduation” are kin-words.
’’Dagradus" would he to step down, foe
"de," “dl" and “dis” ure forms of a
word meaning "two” or "twice” or
“separate front.” Thus to "degrade"
is to “step down, or cause to step
down.”
Now, "de" and "gradus" were the
parents of “degree" nnd “degrade.” At
first, "degradation" meant a reduction
from one grade or rank to another,
und then it mine to mean the with
drawal of any rank In office or society.
In some way we have come to think
that a man of degree Is a high-up sort
of fellow, and that a degraded man Is
a low-down sort of chap.
Though these words hud a common
origin many centuries ago. It signifies
little. Avoid anything that tends to
degrade nnd struggle to be men and
women of degree!—Kansas City Star.
Sausage Not for Nervous.

"No doubt suusage and scrapplemakers put Into their product parts or
all of ductless glands from motives
of economy," writes Dr, R, L. Bitfield
of Germantown, Pa., in the Medical
Record. "Koine of these .Issues are
not destroyed by heat, notably pitui
tary extract. But even though they
may be rendered Inert by heat, sau
sage Is often eaten raw or partly
cooked. A large dose of thyroid might
thus be eaten h.v some one with hyper
thyroidism with uncomfortable and
deleterious recults. The thyroid Is
sold as sweetbreads In many butcher
shops. It seems wise, therefore, to
forbid such Indiscriminate and hetero
geneous products as sausage In nerv
ous and endocrtnopathlc people. Such
food may explnhi unaccountable symp
toms In them."

Fuller's Earth.
Fuller's eanh is a variety of clay
sometimes used for ?anlng cloth that
has been soiled by grease or oil. It
Is In the form of a fine powder, which
i» ve-y perous. When applied to Moth
the earth absorbs the grease. Fuller’s
earth formerly was tised In factories
for scouring woolen fabrics, but other
methods have replaced It. It Is com
posed of alumina, silica, magnesia and
lime, and feels like powdered soap.
Certain sillcious rocks yield this ma
terial upon decomposition, and de
posits of It are found tn Florida and
South Dakota. Some years ago a fine
quality of the clay was discovered In
the mining lands near Denver. Pack
ers use the earth for refining lard.
It Is found In large quantities In Ger
many and other parts of Europe.

Stomach Wrong?
Every sufferer from stomach trouble,
gas, belching, sour stomach, nervous
ness, dizziness and biliousness, should
get a box of Mi-O-Na stomach tablets
today and start a treatment. Guaran
teed by all Druggists.—adv,

